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other. Chairman Frank Springer, of and tomorow
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months' expedition.
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Interesting
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District Court.
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survives him. A brother lives at
court for Santa Fe county today photographs,
trict
Interesting and valuable from an arch,
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mittee then refused the request but Interpreter Hllarlo Ortiz and Court tect I, H. Rapp who designed the customary twelve chairs for the jurors from pulpit.
from eight to ten times as long an ex
realized.
if any subordinates of Balllnger's office Stenographer Mrs. G. F. McNitt as building has been warmly praised for and a score of other chairs in front of
Heating and Lighting.
The undersigned representant of a posure as in this city. He developed
have any information as to the prep well as a number of attorneys, will his success and the county commis the railing for attorneys, witnesses and
a number of his films and found them
The heating and artificial lighting number
of families, Breuer, Wlrtz and
aration of the summary on Glavls take the Denver & Rio Grande train sions who have expended the money persons who have business inside the
have also been commended for getting railing. The chair and desk of the of the new court house is the most zirkU8, woo sem to be interested in satisfactory.
the committee Is to have It. Ballln tomorrow.
steam heat being used to this matter,
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After traversing the lawn and as- "bench" one can easily see that the
particulars on It
lnatlon. While the rooms are large
DEMING BURNED
DOWN. cending the broad solid
President Taft at Buffalo.
Casper Breuer, born near Bruehl Uncle Sam and the Guatemalan govsteps one light In the room is well distributed. the
I
lighting and heating, It Is said and Cologne, must be deceased with ernment, were received with
tin
Buffalo, April 30. President Taft
passes by two columns which are uni- It is not a dark and gruesome room
arrived here at 7:25 this morning. He Grophlc Issues Prosperity Edition of que In design and which were suggest as are many court rooms even In moat by experts, will prove adequate for all the last ten to fifteen years; his wife, greatest courtesy, and no untoward
needs.
was escorted to the residence
of
Thirty-twa born Wirtz, lived a few years long event marred the pleasure of their
Pages Visitor Much
ed to Mr. Rapp when he was touring expensive buildings.
Pleased With City.
It Is well known that after the de- er; they had no children, so that their trip.
Ansley Wilcox, whose guest he will be
The opera chairs for the court room
Egypt. Then a spacious vestibule la
while In Buffalo.
Mr. Nusbaum brought back some
reached. This vestibule will be used arrived this afternoon and are being struction of the old court house by ostates should come to their kinsmen
High License for Territories.
Doming, N. M, April 30. The Walk for the posting of notices and tax put in place. They are declared to Are there was some opposition to the here. The family Zirkus will be the Interesting coins, showing a cruude
Washington, D. C, April 30. The er Qioine, seven miles south of town sales and Is roomy
new building as It stands legatory heir.
way of making sliver pieces of mom
enough to allow be so comfortable that even a long plans of the
senate committee on territories re- burned yesterday afternoon.
Mr. many to gaze In freedom.
I beg, Dear Sir, you will kindly In and these he will work Into a watm
drawn out session will seem far from today, but those who have gone to the
ported favorably amendments to the Walker was down in his well adjust
about Its suitability lulre after this and send me all com- fob. He also has several formllable
Passing the vestibule one at once tedious to those who are seated In buildlng skeptical
senate bill for the government of the ing his pump, and when he came above
lur a cuun nouse nave come away wen munications you dispose of; please looking bills, the $20 bill bein? Wurtlt
sees a double stairway leading to the these rest giving chairs.
territories, placing the wholesale liquor ground again he found his home In
The furniture is of the heaviest and Impressed and many have been heard you will also tell me the costs, Dear about 11.20 and a gorgeous (5 bill Just
license at J2.000, barroom license at liames. The Are started from a defec second story and here too the idea of most durable
d
Sir, If there are any. Awaiting your "tMrty cents."
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$1,000, and village
kind answer, I beg, Dear Sir, to take
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economical to the county's pocket- - j uniph.
a
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Getchel of New York, con
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book in the long run. Off the court
The new building has eight rooms of me mv best thanks beforehand, the results of the expedition but said
A cursory examination of the lower
The senate committee on territories sulting engineer far Colonel Cody's
room Is the room for the petit Jury more than the old one. The building with which I remain with great re that Director Hewett will probably
reported favorably Camoreon's amend- Arizona mines, la spending a few days floor gives one the impression that and the grand
give out something for publication in
jury room, to which ac-- enlarged and modernized and newly spect.
ment to the statehood bill that lease in Deming. He expresses himself as while there Is plenty of room no floor cess can
Yours very truly,
a day or two.
only be had by passing furnished. Is costing the county $15,- holders sell, the purchaser must pay wonderfully pleased with the pumping space is going to waste. On this floor
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The
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here has been fruitless.
committee of the of the
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day without sunshine In Santa Fe
building may be'employed for street. In this room is a spacious Pino and Alfredo Lucero who devoted
His wife has been here from Talban, during April. There were eleven
May 2. The senate chamber of commerce Is busy arrang the city council. To the
Washington,
right of the vault for the many books and records their attention and time to seeing that but could And
assisted
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nothing
days with 100 per cent of sunshine,
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ones at that, manner.
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encouraging to the utmost. This will mum temperature was C0.7 degrees.
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P"siaeu over by Dr. w. S. Hur- ana tne mean minimum 34.4 degrees.
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Denver, has performed the work more Doming and address the people
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ngalnBt him In private." This Is evi- ered the first nine volumos of the twelve miles northeast of Doming. of holding a fair here in I ho latter part fully exorcised, may mako Indemnity makes it certain that other arrange- of Cnllfornln, who passed through
The slono la an. excellent freestone, !of September ft committee consisting selections In other national forest ments will bo mndo this winter for Omaha last night on his wny to Washdence that Roosevelt Is behind Taft supreme court reports.
well adapted to building, and especial-- of Dr. John H. Wagner, former Mayor lands of like quantity and value. It people at this point. The new county ington said ho would not Interfern
and Is not a candidate for any office.
Secretary of the Interior Balllnger nnd oilier insurgents also announced ly suitable for training purposes. They .lose D. Sena and the well known hor- - also reported favorably the bill giving will be called Sumner In honor of the with the Jeffries-Johnsofight schedsaid positively today; "I have no In- - that tlhey are squarely with Taft even Imve taken tho contract to supply this tlculturnlist, F. M. Jones, was selected a Bectlon of land to tho Lowell Obser- sumo Lieutenant Sumner for whom uled to take place on July 4 at Emery,
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Washington, April 30.The bill requiring railroads to report accidents
eommeroo commisNto Wio Interstate
sion with power. to the latter to investigate all particulars, wan signed
by the presiding officers of both
Houses and delivered to the President. The defeat of the Cummins
amendment to the court of .commerce
hill by six majority, shows that the
regulars retain control of the senate
against the combination of Democrats
and Insurgent Republicans. The regu-- J
lan are negotiating to fix a date for a
vote on the bill and amendments and
then taking up the statehood bill.
Railroad Freight Rates to Go Up.
Washington April 3U. The railroad
freight rates throughout the country
will be materially lncrea-e- d
by tar
iffs filed with the interstate .commerce
commission today by western trunk
lines. TheTrate changes primarily affects points on and between the Missouri river and Mississippi river.
Transfers and proportionate increases
will Increase the rates from those
points to the Atlantic and Pacific seaboard terminals.
Pinchot Attorney's Request Denied.
Washington, D.-- C, April 30. The
Ballinger-Plnchot
committee today de
nied Attorney Brandeiss' request for
the original draft of Attorney General
Wlckersham's summary of the Glavls
charges, and other papers bearing on
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SANTA FE THREW AWAY ITS OP- would have even 275,000 people at this
THE GRAFT FEVER.
OIVB THEM WORK.
THEY DO NOT UNDERSTAND.
PORTUNITY.
It Is a reliof to turn aside occa
time, although, no doubt, many of
'Sixty Mexican laborers left last
Under this heading the El Paso HerNow
The press of New Mexico Is discuss- those who pulled their stakes will
ald, tells northern New Mexico and night for the Aoetflolds at Mantanola, sionally from the talk of graft In
to
secIb
exists
In
little
so
come back before long and will give-Nethe
graft
particu- Colo., where they will be employed Moxico where
ing the question: "Which
Albuquerque and Santa Fe
nrt ond city of tho Territory?" Santa Fe
Moxico dry farms another trial.
lar, that they do not understand the during the summer." says the Us Ve- - the evidence that graft Is a fine
look
status
which
In
It
situation.
the
If
dam
would
the
it
had had
sovereign
have been
gas Optic. The same day, the Questa
Elephant Butte
with such disdain upon New Mexico sense to take in its suburbs and If
Gazette said:
seys:
WORK OF GOOD ROADS COMMIS- IntimaIHW MKXICAN PRiNTlNe OOM
"It Albuquerque will admit an El
all Ms Interests had worked together
"Quite a number of the Cerro young and are quick to jump at any
SION, '
PAMY.
Pnso and Las Cruces delegation to men left this week to work In other tion that political corruption exists In for the common good. But that was
The Now Mexico good roads com
her meeting May 11, called to discuss sections. Among them were SalsllVla the Territory. Saturday's specials of too much to bo hoped for and therehas now been In active opera-lio- n
PAUL A. P. WALTER,
tha Rio Grande reclamation project, Villi, Fredoleno Montnno, Seieveto the Associated Press, for Instance. fore the rivalry for bolng second In mission,
a little more than a. year, DurEditor and President
this city and the valley should send Monloya, Abrella Segura and Oreslmo told of tihe recurrence of the graft the Territory lies between Roswell
FRANK P. 6TURGES,
at least 100 delegates up there on a Segura who went to Wyoming, and epidemic at San Francisco where a!: and Raton. The Raton Range puts its ing that time It has accoranlishpcT
some very substantial results in the-waspecial train, to present our side of Bonifacio Archuleta, Manuel Jaramlllo the house cleaning by the redoubtable claim to tho dlstlucllon very forcibly
COMMISSION
GOVERNMENT.
of good roads, with which comHeney seems to have had no effect. as follows and In the article lies a
went to Del Norte. Tti
It Is asserted that Mayor Arthur the case.
and
Araclo
Garcia
4lif.fr
.1 ril.niitnlinD
unfa
.tan trtM nf
paratively few people are familiar.
Upper New Mexico has everything From Questa Alcarlo Gold. Frank 0.
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
Fo which might be The
lesson
for
Santa
Sellgninn having the best interests of to lose
commission is composed of tho
1noU leRl8,ttture t0 the first
by adopting a foolish policy ot Montoya and J. B. Cordova left for o)ened (n
8eoretary-TreisurSanta Fe at heart Is not at all opcity instead of the fourth or governor, the commissioner
help In the election of senators and
of public-landantagonism at this time. The people Calhan,
in the Territory for Clovls and
sixth
Raol and
Alilano
and
Colo.;
posed to the commission form of gov
measures.
If
the passago of corporation
and the territorial engineer, tho
up tiitre do not seem to realize that
Tuciimcarl are rnpldly outgrowing It
Entered
Second Class Matter at ernment providing the law will per they should succeed In establishing Adonagos Rael for Mandel, Wyo."
told
also
of
corruption
latter bolng the official in charge or
munlclpul
They
Thus dally, native-bormlt the establishment of a form adapt their contentions, Colorado
people are in the city of Pittsburg which Car- and In another five years ovon Laa construction work.
the last re Postoffle.
with
ed to the city. As is well known, the claims
leaving New Mexico to find work else- negie Is trying so hard to make a Cruces will hnve passed it:
of
to
those
upper
preferential
Territorial Engineer Sullivan, has
RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.
K. C, Chapln of the advertising de
where.
commission government law passed
The public schools are edit- - centor of art and culture but where
Mexico, would at once assert ner
f IE by the last legislature Is Imperfect and New
Bally, per week, by carrier
and eating them to a higher standard of ignorance, more profound than is to partment of the Santa Fe is In town furnished to the bureau of iinmiirra- the Albuquerque
claims,
using
Call?, per month, by carrier.... 1.00 not applicable to conditions in New Snnta Fe argument, to the positive living that demands more luxuries ana be found in the darkest part of New and In a most interesting conversation tlon, an interesting summary ot the
K Mexico If Its terms are strictly ap detriment of the entire
Daily, per month, by mail
more comforts than their fathers had. Mexico exists, as the following ex- today said some good things of Raton. work accomplished thus far. The comTerritory.
Daily, three months, by mail.... 1.09 plied. But It Is hoped that the con
I am frequently asked,' said Mr. mission was created by the legislature
and They need money to Batisfy these cerpt from the dispatch proves:
must have
"We
4.00
Daily, six months, by mail
stitution to be formed for the new harmony in this matter in order to new wants and they must work in or
"Maurice S. Coffey, former council- Chapin, 'what is the second coming of 1009, but did not get Into actual
T.60
one
mall
Dally,
year, by
state will give wide latitude to each achieve the best results for all con- der to earn that money. They look for man, on trial for participating in the city In New Mexico, for we all, I think, operation until May of that year.
.26
Weekly, per month,
municipality to choose that form of cerned along the river. Steps should employment In New Mexico but do graft, told the court that he was like recognize Albuquerque as flrst, and I Since thnt time it has inspected over
.. .75 local
Weekly, per quarter
government which Its peo- be taken at once to assure the pres- not find It. The public schools have 'a fly In a can of buttermilk, down have never failed to reply that I think 1,000 miles of road. It has surveyed'
l.M ple, orself
Weekly, six months
Raton Is the destined second city of about 600 miles and has actually conrather, the majority of Its vot- - ence of a large representative body not taught them any trade or led them at council.'
t.00
sVrskly, per year
"Coffey .confessed that he was whol- the Territory, and In fact occupies that structed about 100 miles of road. It
ters, believe to be best adapted to of citizens from this part of the Rio to till the sojl. They can fill places
' The
Weekly New Mexlnaa Review local conditions.
McClure's Mag Grande valley at the Albuquerque meet- only as clerks or common laborers ly Ignorant of proceedings In coun position today in tho opinion of those has live construction camps in various
I the oldest newspaper la New Hex-ya- . azine for May onSays
the
spread of the ing. If they don't want us in their and demand In both lines 1b limited In cils. He said he earned $2.10 a day In position to observe carefully tho parts of the territory In which all the
In
sent
to
It le
every postofflee
available convicts are being used.
In convention, we ought to go and cir- New Mexico.
Nor are there any fac. ns a tender on the Seventeenth street trend of commerce.
dM Terrltorr and has a large and commission form of government
The policy of the commission is tha
culate around anyway, meeting the tories or Industries where untrained Incline, and he only attended council
'"Raton will be tho grand trunk
Irowlnc circulation among the Intel-cen- t the United States:
when he could got off, which was one town of
the Territory, it Is the gate establishment of a system of high
"Following Galveston, with one or people and giving them the facts about labor can find employment or be
and prorresstTe people el the
In two weeks. He said:
to the north and the Snnta Fe tun- ways throughout the territory by pertwo exceptions, every city of size In this project. They do not understand taught a trade.
Consequently, New night
Southwest.
" 'Why those fellows would make way
the state of Texas, ranging from Dal- and that Is the only reason they are Mexico loses population. Santa Fe,
nel, on which bo recently such a large manent construction, using materials
me vote any way tlhey wanted to and amount was
las and Houston places of 90.000 peo- fighting the Elephont Butte project."
especially, has been a great loser In
expended, will be the ad- that will stand the wear and tear for
THURSDAY, MAY 5, 1910.
a long time. The sandy stretches
Such a delegation should be very that respect for it has no industries when I did not vote their way they mittance point of the
ple downward, has taken up the comgreat commerce which
marked me down as having voted that of this
welcome. However, It is not needed of any
are frequently encountered are
mission form of government.
Pure air and
Raton
has
Bur- consequence.
territory,
way anyhow.'
to secure the friendship of northern sunshine, historic
attractions and tourrounding it the greatest of resources, being macadamized with what is call"Exactly the same process has been New Mexico
"Armed
watched
Buttes
the
the
about
for
Elephant
roadbed which makes
ist traffic, do not give employment to court roomguards
and it must become the distributing ed a sand-clagoing on In Iowa In the last two years.
and streets all day to
a very hard surface and wears
NOT A SQUARE DEAL.
Cedar Rapids, Burlington, Keokuk and dam project. That friendship already labor the year around. The schools warn off
well.
point for the southwest.
The Santa
fixers.
and
Whatever
exists.
Albuquerque
jury
The Outlook, of which Theodore Sioux City making, with Des Moines.
Fe has always forseen this, and Its Low stretches,
boggy
places, are
con- do not teach the boys any trade which
"Elections
to
the
can
for
do
assure
were
Santa
councllmen
Fe
held
macadamized with limestone gravel
Roosevelt, the man of the square deal, J more than three quarters of the city
that reservor will be done. would result In the establishment of In seven wards yesterday.
Those yardage and equipment here Is suffiIs a much advertised editor, refuses to 'population of the state have foilow- - struction of
cient for a much larger city and of which, under wear, pulverizes and cehome Industries in many Instances. eectei will take the nlaces
Mexico Is heart
New
former
and
of
Northern
course that future was taken into con- ments together making a snlendlil
glve New Mexico a square deal. It re- ed Des Moines' example.
soul In favor of line proposition and ioi are mere any Bcnooi garnens members who pleaded guilty to
cently published an editorial In which
'Today ninety per cent of the cities was In favor of it In the days when
would give an Impetus to the ceptlng bribes and resigned at the sideration, when the road was mode a roadbed. Bridges and culverts are
the fitness of New Mexico for state- of any size in Kansas have adopted
El Paso opxsed It. But northern New young men to take up and cultivate command of the court. Seven of the part of this great northern country. generally built of reinforced concrete,
ding
hood Is questioned. Judge Edward A. or are working under the new
Mexico wants to have the embargo the land lying idle in this vicinity, or eight men elected are Republicans." You have here the coal, coke, brick while dangerous places are being pro'
Mann wrote a personal letter to the
-Kansas City, Kan., with lifted on Its waters,
soil, ''adjacent farming country, the tected by concrete posts and Iron
. ...r
i..
especially on those even Inside of the city limits. The
editor In chief. Rev. Lyman Abbott, 100,000 people, Wichita, Topeka and waters which never reach the Ele more ambitious therefore leave town
mineral resource and the large ranch chains. It s a system of construcHEARING BOTH SIDES.
accompanied with a dignified and ex Leavenworth. From these centers of phant Buttes. That is the proposition for Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and even
In accordance with its custom, the and stock Interests, any ot which in- tion that will result In permanent
It
Mexico's
movement
act statement of New
pres- the
has spread in all tihat El Paso does not want to under Montana and Idaho. The lazier ones New Mexican opens Its Forum for a sure a prosperous future.
roadways which may he maintained
ent condition. But the letter was re- directions. St. Joseph, Mo., with 125,-- stand. New Mexico Is willing to let loiter around the
'To be sure, times are Just now a and kept in good order at the least
plaza ond have their reply to a letter which appeared In It
turned unpublished. Judge Mann in 000 people, has come under the plan Colorado have its waters. It cannot mother and wife support them
by takperhans possible cost, and this system car
lately, The New Mexican will also little close and capitalists
addition to quoting statistics that are Memphis, with
and five figure out how a reservoir In the San ing In washing. But there Is a limit comment on this letter as it did on seem a little slow in maklnir larea ried on from year to year for a few
160,000,
smaller cities In Tennessee; Tacoma, Luis valley, for Instance, would af- even to the
reliable says:
washing Industry and the one that provoked this reply, but InvestmentB, but that will result in years will give New Mexico one of
"What New Mexico wants Is that the Wash.; Berkeley, Riverside and San fect a reservoir on the upper Santa sooner or later the
pangs of hunger does not Intend to permit Its columns smaller holdings and more of them, the best public road systems In the
truth about herself, her people and Diego, Calif.; Colorado Springs and Fe, as little as a reservoir on the will drive the lazier ones from Santa to be
west.
dragged Into a personal and fac which is better, and these in time will
her resources be understood. The Grand Junction, Colo.; and the prin- - Santa Fe would affect the proposed Fe to seek
The New Mevico "Scenic Highway
employment where employ tional controversy which has caused advertise for you till a greater desire
dam at the Elephant Buttes, for the ment Is to he had. It takes a whole untold
people of the country at large are cipal cities In North and South
harm to this community will be developed and everything in has been completed from the Colorado-lino
waters of the Santa Fe never reach lot of
land
will
Ignorant concerning New to. Idaho and Oklahoma. Four
be salable and ot great comalmost into Albuquerque, the conIndustry to support four or five through the various ramifications that
and Arizona. Their ideas of achusetts cities are operating under the Rio Grande, and even If they did thousand people and Santa Fe does It has taken. Territorial Auditor Sar- mercial value.
struction camps being now well on the
" 'Your town has
the vast area, the wonderful natural ithe plan. The legislatures of Kansas, anywhere
north
of Albuquerque, not have such industries nor
grown steadily in way toward the Bernalillo county line.
enough gent in his letter denied the Intimaresources, the growing population and Iowa, North and South Dakota, Min- would never reach San Marclal. As political or ornamental
jobs to go tion that he was an embezzler and the my twenty years' remembrance of it, Two other Important roads now
the general importance of these two nesota, Wisconsin and Illinois have soon as El Paso and the Reclamation around among so
It
will
and
continue to grow. A judicare thoCarrizozo-Roswel- l
large a population. charge that he Bneaked through the
great southwestern empires are unac- - passed bills allowing cities to adopt Service understand this all the clouds Until such industries are established, legislature a measure without the ious expediture in the matter of pub- line, and tho Silver
the plan. In all, about seventy Anieri- - of misunderstanding will roll away and oanta re cannot
of
countamy and unfortunately vague.
licity
your resources, a well or- road, both of which are hfldlv npederf
expect to grow. In knowledge of Governor Curry or the
there will be no groundless accusa fact, it must
"For more than thirty years New lean cities have now adopted It.
perforce of circumstances members of the legislative council. gnnized and actively working chain-- and which will open up large stretch
Mexico has been persistenly knocking
"And now, from cities of 100,000 and tion such as is Implied in the Herald go backward
ber
of
a complete arousing es of country heretofore very difficult
commerce,
despite all ot its attrac His denial was conclusive, and the
Moines.
at the door of the I'nion. and for 150,000, like Des
Dallas, editorial headed: "They do not
tions and other advantages.
letter in reply to his denial shoots of public Interest, will help Raton to of access.
that length of time her claims have Houston, Memphis, Kansas City and
wide of the mark by giving versions tne front. A display of Colfax county
been considered by Congress and her St. Joseph, Mo., the agitation for the
BAD RECORD FOR A HEALTH RE- - of circumstances that are at
the best products In some public place and TIMELY WARNING TO CONSUMPA HINT TO DELEGATE ANDREWS.
fitness Inquired into.
plan is advancing into the larger
SORT.
merely the views' of Individuals, who many other things which would help,
Colorado
of
Representative
Taylor
TIVES,
"The distinguished associate editor cities of the country. Buffalo, New
should be brought to light ns the pubThe New Mexican was surprised to have not
has Introduced a bill In congress to
given the other side a hear-ear- n
of 'Outlook,' Honorable
hopelessly
Fully 7,180
persons
Theodore York, with 400,000, has voted to adopt grant the Centennial state a million
today that the number of deaths lng. But for the sake seemingly of lic travel the way of better promotion.
I have been a member of the diseased with tuberculosis - annually
Roosevelt, during the closing days of the plan; a lively and very promising acres for good roads work. There Is this winter far exceeded the number fair nlav tha letter i nni,uhoH tnHnv
his administration
made extraordin campaign for the system Is being car no reason why the bill should not be of births In Santa Fe. This is a bad although it doea not give facts, as did Chamber of Commerce of Los Angeles come to die in the states of California,
ary efforts to accomplish the admls- - ried on in Kansas City, Mo., and an generally applicable to all the
..uiu iui a ueuun resort. The New A,mi- - xvm r Sargent, whose hon tor twenty years. When the town Arizona, New Mexico, Texas and Coloof them by order of their
sion of both New Mexico and Arizona agitation less likely of success in Min- - land states and territories and public
Dele- .riciiiaii investigated rarther and finds esty and Integrity are above suspic had about 15,000 population, we start- rado, most
this condition has
that
as Beparate states, after personally neapolls,
prevailed for ion, bo that it may not be said of the ed to push It It was a sleeply little physicians. Tho statement, which is
gate Andrews should at least see to
winters
many
It
and
is
of
that instead of the New Mexican as It can be Bald of the place In ten years It had doubled, based upon the testimony of well
certain, that the principles
visiting both and making a most
it that New Mexico is given a similar
and now it numbers 350,000. souls. We known experts and all available stathorough Investigation of their resour- commission government can to a cer- donation if such generosity is to be i'nTrZe
"
tain
extent
New
Mexico
ces. An admission
in
be
simply pushed It into propserity and tistics, shows that at least fifty per
bill passed the
applied
..
extended to Colorado. The bill reads: ,
District
McFle,
gent,
Attorney are
Judge
mac tne number
of English
Hou3e of Representatives by a practic- municipalities under the present law.
still pushing. Get behind Raton cent of those who go to the southwest
"Be It enacted by the Senate and iouna
other
Abbott,
the
officials
and
county
people has almost doubled men in
with your energy and all available every year for their health are so
ally unanimous vote in February of The Roswell Dally Record, for in- House of Representatives of the Unit- speaking
It
not
has
office,
that
public
H
the
i
in their disease that they
last year and again this year. For stance, tells how the new city adminis ed States of America in Congress as- but
money and push.
fewer today than they were last year B'ven the "ler 6'de 11 nearl-- 8.
"There will be times when things cannot hope for a cure In any cliat least a quarter of a century the tration is doing it at Roswell:
sembled,
ana each year shows a considerable
'The proposed action of the city ad
committees on territories of both the
"That there is hereby granted and decline caused
To those who have not been In Dem- seem less promising, but these times mate under any circumstances, saya
by death and by the
House and Senate have held hearings ministration in reducing the number conveyed to the state of Colorado one
New Mexico's Windmill City, the depart and with the proper push and The Post Graduate.
ing,
folks
young
"pulling" out for places
More than this at least 60 per cent
and Investigations, and bills for ad of members of committees appears to million acres of agricultural lands to where there are
few years, the Prosperity Edition enterprise your town will surely hold
past
of these advanced cases are so poor
opportunities for lu of the
mission have, for many years, been the Record as being a wise thing. It be used solely for the purpose of con crative
is a Its present position of the second city
out,
Demlng
Graphic,
just
"
employment
that Santa Fe
that they have pot sufficient means to
In ltaelf, the beautifully In New Mexico.'
introduced, considered, debated and will pin Sovfn the responsibility for structing, improving, and maintaining lacks.
revelation.
provide for the proper necessities of
and
passed, first by one house and then the acts of the various committees to public highways and good wagon roads
There are several remedies. Better printed, artistically illustrated
within said state, under the supervilife, which means that 4,315 consumpA GREAT LOSS IN POPULATION.
Each committeeby the other, and only two years ago one man for each.
is a souvenir,
edited
edition
splendidly
In
sanitation,
the houses and
especially
tives are either starved to death or
a Joint statehood bill passed both man will know that it is up to him sion of the state highway commission.
will so forth In all the world to
that
A. Mann In his lettor
Edward
Judge
are
that
conwithout
premises
sewer
"Sec. 2. That said lands shall be
to accept charitable relief every
houses, but was rejected by Arizona, and to no one else. This is quite likethe gospel of to the Outlook In which he makes a forced
nection and where garbage and filth preach convincingly
ly to bring results. At least it cannot selected under the authority and di- are
New Mexico's climate, resources and valiant and convincing plea for state- year.
although New Mexico voted for It.
to
accumulate.
permitted
Better
rection of the state land board of Bald
It Is not an uncommon thing, the
of hood for. New Mexico,
As a presentation
"The present president ot the Unit- be worse than the present system of
"The
opportunities.
enforcement of quarantine.
Bays:
brings, as exper- state, within a period of one year after inspection of the schools, Wrlth these wnat Demlng is today. It certainly percentage of gain in 1906 over the National Association declares, for
ed States after paying a personal visit committees, which
the
passage of this act, and may be
who can hardly eke
ience has shown, no results whatdemonstrates that the county seat of vote of 1900 when the last census was whole families,
to both territories and being well indesignated and selected from any three factors, the undertakers would
out a living in the east, to migrate to
ever.
have less work to do and the death Luna county has become one or the taken, Is 15 per cent, and the total
formed as to their 'fitness for the relands
still
to
United
the
belonging
the west In the hope of saving the life
"The
of placing a
States government within the state of rate would decline to what it ought most progressive and most attractive gain since 1900 is thus shown to be of Bome member of the family. In
sponsibilities' not only recommended number proposed plan
of
the
the
under
departments
40
cent.
us
to
tnree
a
in
be
If the population has in
town that advertises
per
but Is urging upon the present Con
Its cities of tne southwest, with
Colorado, either within or without the
most Instances the abject poverty of
charge of one man, a salar- forest reserves.
gress that both territolres be admit- personal
The secretary of the salubrious climate. Then there should railroads. Its pure water, its vast and creased in proportion, the population such cases forces them to beg or live
ied employe of the city, is also a wise
be
manual
of
New
fertile
Mexico
would
miner
ted to statehood. To those who have move.
be 293,434 in on a
Interior is hereby authorized
agricultural lands, great
training and especially
and
very low level.
It
matters nearer to the directed to
issue United States patent Bchool gardens. This would help to al resources and Its hustling busi-kee- 1908." This is no doubt true, but
Investigated, it is known that New commissionbrings
Often consumptives who cannot afform of government, and to
the
store
at
folks
In
when
home
has
nesB
young
much
Mann
for
said
continues
to
men,
it
Mexico is in every way fitted to carlands
Judge
that the ford the
the Blate of Colorado
destiny
proper traveling accommoda' ry out every responsibility of state- that has been shown to be a success as soon as the designation thereof has would open to them new avenues of for the town.
Since the Demlng present population is 365,792, he prob
on the trains beall over the country.
been certified to his office by the said making a living. While every other Graphic has passed Into such enter- - ably overestimates because he does tions are found dead
hood.
"From the way in which the coun Colorado state land board; and that lown or any size in the Territory Is prising hands as Willard E. Holt, the not take Into account the havoc fore reaching their destination. The
"She has a most excellent system of
resources of almost every charitable
growing, Santa Fe Is not only stand editor, nnd Milton W. DePuy, the bust wrought
cil and the mayor are figurine on such designation shall be made
by two years drouth in eastby
public schools that will compare fav--' the affairs of the
there is every legal subdivisions of surveyed land ing still but is going backward in ness monager, it has become a note- ern New Mexico. Even the Raton organization In the southwest are
city
cases
orably with the school system of any
their success during the and by metes and bounds of unsurvey-e- d population despite the influx of stran- worthy exponent of the glory of the Range said only this week, that while drained every year to care for
state In the Union; that are the .pride promise of
in
which would be
gers and the evident improvement southwest.
next two years.
lands.
the
Raton
of
two
population
years
ago
of every New Mexican; a progressive
their eastern homes.
It is a problem to the so"Sec. 3. That the said lands sholl otherwise.
was
The
7,000
Minfinancial
one
is
is
it
6,000
the
hardly
today.
problem
and aggressive population that is InIt costs on an average at least $50
be sold by the state at not less than lution of which the commercial bodies
The SnanLsh speaking citizens
of ing camps like Yankee! White
Oaks,
to devote themselves and en- the
creasing marvelously and turning her great rock in the path of the city five dollars
have demonstrated Btrlk-lngi- Bland, Capitan, Rosedale, Sylvanite per month for the support of a conand in not great ought
acre,
per
Territory
suris
and
a
it
one
to
fathers,
nasty
deserts into gardens. She
force the remedies, remedies which
southwest, Including
er amount than one hundred and
their progressivenesB in public and
others which had a consid- sumptive in the
sixty are so
has, too, a native population, descend- mount, but there Is every reason to acres to
that they need not school matters. While cities like erablemany
some medical attention. The National
any one Individual or
population have very few peo Association
ants of the Conqulstadores, who rais believe that it will be done and the
to be sought but only applied.
strongly urges no one to
Santa Fe and Albuquerque and the ple left. Elizabethtown which at one
and under such rules and
ed the Cross of Christ and planted finances of the city placed on a sound
eastern portion of the Territory may time had almost 10,000
go to thta section who has not suffi
regulations for the disposal thereof
today
people
the seeds of Christian civilization basis."
The
New
Mexican yesterday stated some day, perhaps, ten years from
and use of said lands for said purpose
cient funds to care for himself at
more than half a century before the
that Mrs. Mary A. Wlllbank of Flora now, elect women on their school has only 600, so It is reported. Socor least one year In addition to what his ,
as may hereafter be
provided by the
Recent statistics show that about legislature of said state."
Pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock, or
Vista, of the San Juan county, was boards, counties like Taos, Rio Arri- ro, too, at one time a city of 7,000 or family might require ot him during
the Cavaliers settled In Virginia. They 10,000,000 acres in North America are
the first woman school director elect ba and San Juan have already done 8,000 people, probably has less than this time.
2,000 today, and thus all along the line,
are a people who have lived for under Irrigation. Among the states,
in
It Is also urged that no persons who
Advices received bv the bureau nf ed New Moxico. But It la not to pro- so. Scarcely had the New Mexican there have been considerable losses.
more than half a century under the Idaho leads with 2,605,000 acres and
San
Juan
this
the
fact
gressive
a
woman
that
honor
be
had
are far advanced with tuberculosis go
that
published
from
all the fruit growImmigration,
In
Acoma,
has
or
It, that fifty
report
American flag and have shown their then comes Colorado with 2,317,255
longs. It was conservative Taos coun- been elected a school director at the
to so distant a climate.
ing sections of the
Indicate
patriotism and loyalty by sending, In acres. California Is third with 1,800,-00- that the losses fromTerritory
ty that chose the first woman school April election In San Juan county, more children died ot scarlet fever
frost
are
this
winter.
In
Fe
Santa
southern
nothing
Its defense, a greater percentage of
director In the person ot Mrs. Jose when Taos county camo to the front
acres, Montana fourth with 1,500,-00- line as neavy as was believed a
The disposition of Congress to hold
week Montaner,
soldiers to the war of the Rebellion
acres and Wyoming fifth with a ago. There has been some
who was elected several and clajmed to be equally progressive county, Dolores has disappeared alto up the Statehood Bill until the census
In
damage
San
Pedro
has
dwindled
from
gether;
than any other commonwealth. Like- million acres, Utah has 800,000 acres the Pecos
months ago a director of the school
r electing Mrs. Jobo Montaner to
returns are in, Is ominous, for It looks
valley where the cron will
wise they furnished more than their under irrigation and Texas 784,000 be somewhat
district of Taos. It was a memorable the Bchool board of its county seat a town of 1,500 people to ono of very as If certain Interests are merely sparreduced, and likewise
few
which
once
hundred;
comes
MarCerrlllos,
In
Now
Mrs.
Spanish-Americalaos.
David
the
war. acres. Then comes New Mexico with Home small damage has been done In fight too, thnt sfie won, for she had
quota
ring for time. It Is true that by June
"New Mexico 1b a growing commun- 400,000 acres, eighth on the list, al San Juan
Rio Arriba had ambltjon. to become a rival of
vigorous opposition and as women can tinez, Jr., of Velarde,
the total population of the Terri
county.
Santa
Fe
and
claims
and
a
as
a
similar
county,
a
Incorporated
It
has
vote
honor,
city
as
not
future
ity.
in New Mexico it was the
The crop in the central Rio Grande
great as any though it really should be near the
tory will be known approximately and
of the southwestern Btates. There is top, and will be near the top when the valley will be much reduced as re- men who gave her the .victory. In a both her nomination and election hav- has but a few hundred people remain that Congress may not adjourn until
No longer Is It ing. The same tale is told In northern
no danger of a decrease in population, present wasteful methods are super gards apples, while the
few more years, even Santa Fe will ing been unanimous.
1, but nevertheless, this talk ot
peach crop will
asked: "What good can come out of Santa Fe county where entire Indian July
Ruch as occurred in Nevada after the seded by methods which will assure probably be a failure. No
for the census figures is only
waiting
damage has get around to the idea of having wo- Nazareth?"
pueblos have disappeared. At Clone-gullla- , a
slump in the price of silver, because the greatest use possible for every Bee been done in the Mesllla valley of any men on Its school board, although
subterfuge which will do until some
where there were sixty families
New Mexico's resources are diversi- ond foot of water. Today,
under moment, except to the grapes which Santa Fo generally Is slow in catching
Is found,
New Mexico
Las Vegas wants the Presbyterian at one time, there are scarcely a dozen other excuse
fied and permanent. The Immigration such successful irrigation
up with the rest of tho procession,
now relies entirely upon the pressure
projects as have been badly nipped.
Mexico
New
of
Synod
to
and
Arizona
families left.
to New Mexico is not of a transient the Hagcrman system in Chaves
It. seems
Bonanza, Carbonate-vlll- e lhat President Taft can bring to bear
likely now that
will
establish a seminary for young ladles
and other mining camps are
character. Those who come, come to counly, the use of the water is from pass without any further lowApril
Pueblo, Colorndo, wants an approtemperaupon an unwilling Congress and If 1Mb
In the Montezuma hotel building at mere
memories. At Agua Frln, ahd
make a permanent home. Our cheap five to ten times greater than lt
ture and that New Mexico is assured priation of $50,000 from Undo Sam to
pressure 1b Insufficient, then the stateLas
Hot
is
idea
Vegas
The
Springs.
even
In
the oldor streets of Santa Fe, hood measure Is in a bad plight inbut fertile lands practically the last here In the Santa Fe valley. Experts this season, of a very
satisfactory help It entertain tho Irrigation Con- a good one and the location would be
be
free homes to be attained and our have said that the amount of water In fruit crop. Fruits of nil kinds will gress and will doubtlessly get It. That
seen scores of old adobe
may
deed, for there seems to be no enthu
Ideal. There Is no doubt that there
houses that nro crumbling to pieces siasm in the U. S, Benato at all Whon
climate Induce the Santa Fe could reclaim five times ue in unusual demand because of U13 li ni'ich more than Uncle Sam gives Is a
delightful health-givinneed
for
Tho
a
such
school.
great
because
to
come
no
and to stay, People the area In this vicinity now under heavy damage which lias been done for the holding of a legislative session Catholics
they have
people
longer any occu- it comes to forcing the passage of the
with the academics of tha
But these losses are small comdo not come hero to endure hardships cultivation. The
sys by frosts In the fruit growing sections at Santa Fe and therefore tho IrrigaSisters of Loretto at various points pants.
bill,
for a time in order to make money, or tem of water distribution and wator of the central nnd northern states.
with
tion Congress means more to Pueblo ' take
exodus
the
from certain
pared
splendid care of the education of parts of eastern New
Hmn a a.alnn
to regain health, but to mnko perma- government should be supplanted by
lha 1,.l d f ,,. 4D tn ' their
Mexico.
Normal
Spanish-AmericaSpecial
The
young women in the southwest.
nent homes, because of the fact thnt the modern district system which
agents and other reliable persons
El RHo, despite the beggarA column and a half article In the Santa Fe. If Santa Fo, had a tourist The Protestants, howevor,
at
School
lugging
that three out of every four ly sum of money at Us command, Is
It Is a delightful place to live. Young would centralize the ditch supervision, Las Vegas
Optic boosting the census hotel, It,too could put In a bid for such In this particular and many young
homesteads have been abandoned. not only a success but it has demonmen come to New Mexico because It would economize labor and expense, work In the Meadow
City, concludes gatherings as the Irrigation Congress. women are sent east or at leaHt to
Doctor Rivera of this city, who came strated that It Is filling a great neod.
Its climatic and other attractions are Denver, for
offers splendid opportunities
to the would Increase manifold the use of with the following:
schooling which they
young men of energy. Older people wetor and would assure every one a
'Help the enumerators, tooth United such that It would become a fuvorlte might ns well receive in New' Mexico, hore from Hasscll, Quay county, said
come because of the blessings of snuare deal, something that Is lack- States and local and boost for Las convention city, but before it can put nearer homo. Santa Fe should
that three yearB ago in his vicinity
The Albuquerque Morning Journal
lenj
health and eternal sunshine combin- ing under the system of ditch govern Vegas! should replace the 'God Bless forth any ambitions In that direction all of its influence to persuade the there lived 68 families on homoBtoads, gives the following timely advice: "If
ed with every advantage for their ing under the present system of ditch Ou,r Home' mottoes In Las Vegas It must have a modern tourist cara- - Presbyterians to establish the pro- but that the drouth had reduced these you weren't counted bo sure and drop
in.
children.
government and is much to be de- homes until after the enumeration is vnnscry such as tho Hotel DcVargas posed seminary at Las Vegas Hot to less than ten when he loft. It Is a line to the census enumerator
a wonder thereforo that Now Moxico Santa Fe. Do it' now,"
is planned to be.
"There can be no good and sufficient sired for the future.
completed."
Springs.
PAGE TWO.

tit jew fan Mm

reason advanced why New Mexico
should not be a state. If, under the
and conse
territorial government
quently under the direct tntleage
of Congress for sixty years, the loyal,
Intelligent, progressive people of New
Mexico are unfit for the responsibilities of statehood and for equal rights
and privileges with their fellow citizens, then Indeed must our Bystera of
fitting territories for Btatehood be acknowledged a failure."
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lOROUSGlPlK
Members of the Cabinet Will
Make Speeches in Various
Sections
CANNOT HOLDGRAZING

LANDS

None But Timbered Areas to Be

Included in National
Forests.

ed by the laws authorizing the creation
of nntlonnl forests, except as far as Is
to bocuio practical adminiiecessm--

istrative boundaries.
Another ground of protest against
Hie eliminations 1b that administration
by the department ot agriculture has
already resulted in great Improvement to the water flow, or that unregulated grazing will result In polluted
streams or serious damage to water
sheds. In some casos the increase In
water supply which has followed national forests administration Is put as
high, as 25 per cent. To those who
make this point Secretary Wilson is
replying that every effort has been
made to safejuard water
supplies;
that the eliminations proposed are
only along the borders of the forests,
and the protection of water flow Is
recognized as a legitimate reason tor
retaining brushland even though it is
not denied that in some cases the
elimination of purely grazing lands
result In a certain
may possibly
amount of stream pollution, but the
department of agriculture holds it has
no authority to try to prevent this
through national forest administration
In the main It is beof such lnnds.
lieved that the interests of water-user- s
have been well cared for in making the eliminations.
Postage to Foreign countries.
Is advised
that
The department
many letters mailed in the United
States addressed for delivery in foreign countries, which are subject to
our postal union postage rate are prepaid only two cents; the senders of
the letters being under the Impression, it Is presumed, that our two-cen- t
domestic postage rate is applicable to said letters.
The foreign countries to which the
two-celetter rate applies, are: Canada, Cuba,, Mexico, Newfoundland,
the Canal Zone, the Republic of Panama, the city of Shanghai, Germany
(by direct steamers only), England,
Scotland, Wales and Ireland. To all
other countries the rate is five cents
for the first ounce or fraction thereof,
and three cents for each additional
ounce or traction thereof, which must
be fully prepaid or the letter, becomes
liable on delivery to a charge equal to
double the amount of the defflclent
postage. For Instance a single-rat- e
letter prepaid only two cents would
be subject on delivery to an additional
postage charge of six cents.
As charges for postage due on short
paid letters give rise to much complaint postmasters have been directed to caution the patrons of their offices respecting the matter and to give
the notice the widest publicity possi-

Washington, April 30. Continuing
the policy recently Inaugurated of
adminismaking public defense ol the
tration against the attacks of the Democrats, "Insurgents" and muckrakers,
several members ot the cabinet are
In various
preparing to make speeches
sections of the country.
The first to enter the field will be
Secretary of the Treasury MacVeagh,
who will tomorrow address the Illi
nois Society of New York. This will
be rather an Informal talk, hut on
the following day he will discuss the
finances of the government and the
policies of the treasury department
before the trust companies branch of
the American Bankers' association.
Attorney General Wlckersham on
May 2 will attend the dinner to be
given by Chairman IJoyd of the New
York county Republican committee,
and It is expected tlhat he will then
make an address on the accomplishments of the Taft administration durconing the one year it has been In
trol.
Later, on June 24 at Chicago, before
the Illinois State Bar Association, he
will tell what has been done by the
enlegal branch of the government to
force respect for tihe laws by the corporations and Individuals.
Wilson
of Agriculture
Secretary
will talk about the doings of his
convenfarmers'
the
before
tion, which is to assemble at St. Louis
from May 2 to 7, and it is expected
that other members of the cabinet will
make speeches during the summer.
Not satisfied with the results which
have followed the Investigation Into
the weighing departments of the New
York custom house, the treasury department has decided to extend Its Inquiry Into all other branches of the
customs service.
The appraisers' stores at New York ble.
have been selected for the beginning
of this extended examination, and the THE WEDDING OF "MISS
CHRYSANTHEMUM.
department has intrusted the work to
four of Its most experienced special
C.
are
J.
Cummins,
agents. These
When the wedding day arrives the
stationed at New York; L. M. Cullom, bride, with the help of her mother and
who has been detailed from Baltimore, the maids, prepares herself for the
A. C. Armstrong, of Boston, and B.
care. Her
ceremony with infinite
Parker of El Paso, Texas.
pretty little face is smoothed with rice
The case from Texas of John Stof-fel- a bran and whitened with powder; her
vs. M. J. Nugent; Attorney J. J.
Hps are painted red, and the arrangeHawkins for plaintiff, and E. 8. Ives ment ot her hair is a triumph of the
for defendant, will be argued In the
Japanese coiffeur's art. The wedding
Bupreme court of the United States dress, according to Immemorial usage.
one day In the latter part of this week. must be of
pure white silk, and the
Delegate Cameron has secured the unwritten
of the country
etiquette
Fore-paugat
a
of
establishment
postoffice
even prescribes the dimensions of the
and
Arizona,
county,
Maricopa
The sleeve of an ordinary
the appointment ot Charles B. Gen-un- costume.
kimono Is sixteen Inches long; the
as postmaster.
garment has the sleeve
Mr. Smith has Introduced a bill "for wedding
thirty-seveinches long. The obi, or
the relief of Wlllard Call and John
is a formidable affair, eleven feet
M. Wyatt, which provides; That upon sash,
wide. The
and eight Inches
evi- long
the production of satisfactory
affair on the bride's back, aldence to him of the death at the port curious a
Is part
of El Paso, Texas, on or about Novem- most like soldier's knapsack,
obi.
ber 6, 1909, of a certain horse Import- of the
The wedding ceremony does not take
ed under provision ot paragraph 493
at the
tariff act of 1909, the secretary of the place at the church, but always
of the bridegroom's parents and
treasury be, and he Is hereby author house
never
the
lzed. to cancel a certain warehouse generally in the evening,
bond No. 26, of date October 29, 1909, (morning.
Early in the evening the bride
executed by Willard Cal as princi- carried In
pal and John M. Wyatt as surety In leaves her own home, being
accordance "with the provisions of 'a common kago by two coolies If poor,
norimono, or
said paragraph 493 of the tariff act of but in a sumptuous
1909,
It her father Is well to
and filed with the collector of :Scdan-chalr- ,
customs at the port of El Paso, Texas, do. Her departure from her child
hood's home is made the occasion tor
ExEliminations
National Forest
a display of the symbolism for which
plained.
are famous. As she
Washington, D. C, April 30. The the Japanene
carried past a tiny Are
protests which have been received In leaves she Is
considerable number by the U. S. de- which has been kindled at the door.
dolls and playpartment of agriculture against elimi- In this are burned her
things, to Indicate that she Is passing
nating from national forests
Victor
lands chiefly valuable for graz- from girlhood to womanhood.
In the May Wide World
ing are regarded by Secretary Wilson as Indicating that many communi- Magazine.
ties fall to realize the limitations
within which the department must act FAMILY TROUBLE IN
THE BRYAN HOME.
in carrying out faithfully the Intent
of existing laws. Most of the protests
111.,
set forth the Injury which it Is feared
Jacksonville,
April 30. Mrs.
may result from unregulated grazing Ruth Bryan Leavltt, wiho Is the guest
on the land to be eliminated. Since, of M. F. Dun lap here said she would
however, the lands which It Is propos- make no reply to the statement of her
ed to eliminate are neither fostered former hUBband In which he announcnow nor regarded as suitable for the ed his Intention of attempting to refuture growing of trees, the govern- gain their children.
W. H. Leavitt aBBerted that lie would
ment has no authority to hold them as
to prevent the coming marrloge
parts of the national forests after their try
of his divorced wife to Reginald Ow
character has been determined.
he
army officer, If
en, an
The policy to be pursued with re- could notEnglish
obtain the children by other
gard to such lands was recently agreed means.
upon by the secretary ot agriculture
"I have read tho statement but have
and the secretary of the Interior Jointnothing to say concerning It," was the
ly and laid before the President, who
only comment of Mrs. Leavltt.
gave It his approval. This policy Is
Leavitt Wants Only Children.
same
Is
not an innovation but
the
Columbus, O., April 30. W. H.
has
always been applied Leavitt, former
policy which
of William
by the forost service In deciding J. Bryan, sent Mr, Bryan a telegram
forest boundaries in reference to tho
where national
of Mrs.
should be drawn. The reason why Leavltt,
saying;
lands formerly Included In national
"Have no
Intention of stopping
forests are now being eliminated Is to wedding; wish Ruth much happiness,
be found not In a change of policy, but but I mean to have possession of my
In tho fact that the actual conditions children."
were ascertained last year, for tho
first time, through careful boundary DIVORCED
THEY DECIDE TEHY
examinations.
STILL WANT EACH OTHER.
San Antonio, Texas, May 2. RecogThe evils feared by those who are
now making protest against the exclu- nizing that their separation was a mis.
take and that they Btill loved each
sion of the lands in question are
of two kinds. In many places other, Miss Mary B. Shanahan of
residents find themselves likely to suf- Brownsville, Texas, and Thomas J.
fer from an Invasion of the range by McCune ot Monterey, Mexico, came to
If the grazing Is uncon- this city for the purpose of being reoutsiders.
trolled, transient stock may not only united in wedlock after a divorce deeat up the forage but also doplete the cree had parted them several months
range through overgrazing, to the loss ago. Both of them claim to be now
and even tho eventual ruin of the hnppler than ever,
local stock owner. Although SecreFoley Kidney Pills are antiseptic,
tary Wilson recognizes that this may
be the case, he has pointed out to tonic and restorative and a prompt
those who make this argument that corrective ot all urinary Irregularities.
s
government control of lands valuable Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-Burrow& Co.
only for grazing was not contcmpplat-- J
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APPOINTWENTS

PECOS FOREST

By
O.

Gregory Appointed by Rev. Harvey M. Shields Includes the Glorieta Mesa
Named Delegate to ConGovernor to Succeed J.
and Two Tracts Near
L.

vention

K. Goodall
SIX

APPLICATIONS

at St. Louis.

APPROVED ELEVEN MORE DAYS OF CENSUS

Game and Fish Warden Thoma Returns From the Principal
Towns and Gties Already
P. Gable Establishing
Received.
Beaver Colonies.
Dr. J. K. Goodall, mayor of East Las
Vegas, today resigned as a trustee of
the territorial asylum for the Insane
at Las Vegas on account of press of
Governor Mills
other official duties.
filled the vacancy by appointing O. L.
member of the
Gregory, a former
board, who rendered very efficient service.
Pay Day Today.
Today was pay day for territorial
and federal officials in this city.
Good Roads Trip.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul
livan yesterday mare a trip over the
road to Santa Cruz which the good
with
roads commission In
the board of county commissioners expect to nut in good condition. This
afternoon Governor Mills, Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa and Engineer
Sullvan Inspected the good roads work
on La Bajada hill, twenty miles south
of Santa Fe.
Several Water Applications Approved.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul
livan today approved a number of ap
plications for water rights for small
irrigation projects in various parts of
the territory. The applications of the
following were approved;
Homer W. Scofleld of Alnmogordo,
for waters of Tulnrosa and Tecolote
canons, to Irrigate 400 acres.
L. F. Hutchinson of Fruitland, for
water out of arroyos on the meadows
In San Juan county, to Irrigate W
acres.
George, Parker and Lamb of Liberto
ty, for waters of Bluewater arroyo,
Irrigate 9C0 acres.
Eugene F. Hardwich of Roswell, for
water from the Bogs on the Pecos,
near the mouth of the Penasco, to Irrigate 1300 acres.
JesBo Onderdonk of Raton, for waters of the Una de Gato to Irrigate 235
acres,
M. Marcellno ot Liberty, for waters
of Westwater arroyo to irrigate 175
acres.

Water Board Meeting Tuesday.
On next Tuesday the territorial
will
board of water commissioners
meet at the capltol to consider the
anneals of the Placitas Ranch Com
pany, A. A. Jones and Las Vegas Grant
Board from decslons of Territorial
Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan affecting

.

the waters ot the Pecos and Its

Educational Meeting.
Assistant Superintendent of Public
Instruction Acasio Gallegos last even
lng addressed an educational meeting
at Cerrlllos, southern Santa Fe county, In Spanish and English. A good
crowd was present. The board of directors of Cerrillos has decided not
to vole on a special school levy of fifteen mills, until next year. A special
election was to have been held on the
matter today.
Planting Beaver Colonies.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
beaver
Gable proposes to establish
colonies on the upper Santa Fe and
the upper reaches of other streams
There ure many beavers on the Rio
Grande from Espanola down to Albuquerque, but they build no dams as
there is always plenty of water. On
smaller streams, however, they build
dahis and thus conserve large quantities of water which become available
during drouths.

Governor Mills today appointed Rev.
Harvey M. Shields of Dawson, Colfax
county, a delegate to the convention
of Charities and Corrections to be
held at St. Louis on May 17.
Notary Public Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed Cor- nellus Laud of Hobbs, Eddy county, a
notary public.
Special Mounted Policeman,
Governor Mills today appointed P.
A. Andrews of Lordsburg, urunt county, a special mounted policeman, vice
George T. Williamson.
Closing Educational Campaign.
Superintendent of Public Instruc tion J. E. Clark and Professor Pettlngill will close the educational cam
paign at Demlng tomorrow evening.
Tonight they speak at Silver City.
Two Mors Weeks of the Census.
There will be only eleven more days
of active census work by the enumerators. In fact, in many districts the
work has been completed and Super
visor Walter is receiving final re
ports in every mall. While he knows
the population figures for the towns
and cities which have already reported he dare not disclose them under
any circumstances and the first an
nouncement will come from the cen
sus bureau at Washington, some time
next month.
OIL STORIES FROM
ALAMOGORDO

POPULAR.

Strong Indications Found at Various
Points Near tna wnite
Sands.
Alamogordo, N. M-- , May 2. For in
teresting oil prospeect news, your cor
respondent would recall some nine or
ten years ago, when Judge D. M. Sutherland of this place and J. A. Eddy,
now of Denver, and an "oil man" from
California, whose name he cannot now
remember, went prospecting at a lo
cation some forty miles west of Ala
mogordo, near the upper section of the
White Sands. They made a very Im
portant discovery in the way of oil
that what they
signs and agreed
found was caused by a gas explosion
Burface indica
The
many years ago.
tions, which are there now, showed
that as an accumulation of oil on top
ot a body of oil exploded, it threw out
an immense quantity of oil and satur
ated the wtiole country round about
Such Is very probable Blnce continued
gas accumulation must eventually find
a vent and exploding will be follow
ed by a flow of oil. No better surface
oil indications can be found anywhere
and Judge Sutherland will substantia
ate this stutenient.
Another highly Interesting oil story
Is that based upon the discovery of
gas by J. C. Beam, who Is also
citizen of this plnce. A few years ago
while Mr. Beam was digging a well on
a claim east of town, at tflie depth of
184 feet he struck gas. The flow was
so strong that he was compelled to
climb out. Securing help and a drill,
a hole was made several feet down
when the gas became so strong that
all workmen had to abandon the
work. Mr. Beam not having means
with which to continue the work plug
ged the hole and sealed the well, and
it is there today to speak for Itself.
Nearby this Beam gas well are de
posits of coal, shale and other oil
signs. With such unmistakable signs
of oil and gas Alamogordo naturally
feels that In the unexplored state, this
section Is near a great reservoir of
oil and gas.

Normal School.
Spanish-America- n
The trustees ot tfhe Spanish-America- n
Normal School held a meeting In
this city yesterday, every member ot
What Everbody Wants.
the board being present. Colonel
Everbody desires good health which
El
Jaramlllo came up from
Is Impossible unless the kidneys are
Paso to meet the members from the sound and
healthy. Foley's Kidney
of
Martinez
north, Messrs. Malaqulas
Remedy should be taken at the first
de
Ranchos
of
Hartt
Taos, Squire
Indication of any Irregularity, and a
Taos; and L. B. Prince of Espanola, serious illness
may be averted. Fo
at the office of Dr. J. H. Sloan, the
ley's Kidney Remedy will restore your
Santa Fe member of the board. Hon.
klndneys and bladder to their normal
Malaqulas Martinez presented his new state and activity. Sold
by Stripling'
commission for five years and thereBurrows & Co.
upon the following officers were elect;
President,
ed, all being
KIDNAPED BY
vice
Hon. L. B. Prince;
president, GIRLS
WHITE SLAVE TRADERS.
Hon. Malaqulas Martinez; secretary
Appleton, Wish., April 30. The po
and treasurer, Colonel Venceslao Jara25 was
as the lice of half a dozen cities are
mlllo.

May

designated

commencement
date for the annual
and September 6 for the beginning of
the next year's work. All the reports
were of the most encouraging nature.
Although this Is the first year of the
Institution and it has had to struggle
with very Inadequate means, yet, over
fifty Btudents have been In attendance
and they have all entered Into the
work of the school with enlhusiasm.
Mrs. Dixon who has been acting principal throughout the year, has achlev
ed great success both as an instructor
and administrator, and has gained the
affection as well as respect of all
students. No less than eight of those
In

attendance

were called away

dur-

ing the session to take chnrgo of
schoo'B, even before graduation, which

demonstrates
work

of

tho necessity for die
Tho board

the Institution.

Mrs. Dixon to
unanimously
the position of assistant principal and
matron; but In view of the large attendance of young men which Is expected next fall, determined to se
male
cure, if possible, a competent

Full arrangements for the
be made at the adjourned meeting to be held at the time
of the commencement.
Washington, D. C, April 30. The
postofflce at Lynn, Colfax county, has
been discontinued,
Mall Is to be Bent
to Wooten,
Joseph Lapp, of Miami, has been
commissioned fourth class postmnstor
professor.
next

year

will

there,

Washington, D. ft, April 30. Tho

searching for Miss Lillian Neunian
ot Appleton, nineteen years old, and
for Miss Sylvan Grimes of Columbus,
O., seventeen years old, and the per
sons said to be holding them captive.
The girls were kidnaped. It Is charged, from Milwaukee ten days ago by
white slavers. Detectives
alleged
learned today that the girls and their
alleged captors were at International
Fuls, Minn., and were on the way to
Canada.

following postofllce sites have been
Carter, Roosevelt county,
changed:
one and a half miles northwest; Dlam- ito, Rla Arriba county, one and a
miles northwest; Sun Acacia,
Socorro county, one mile south; San
doval, Sandoval county, 1,000 yards south. These hnvo been cnmmlssionnostmasters ; Frank O. Shepard,
Lovlngton; J. M. Fall, Salinas and J.
Frank Romero, Salt I.ake.
Incorporation.
The Llttlo Vlnyeards Company ot
county, filed Incorpora
Luna
Demlng,
tion papers today In the office of Territorial Secretary Nnthan Jaffa. The
capitalization Is $100,000, divided into
1,000 shares. The paid up capital is
and dl- Tho incorporators
$ ,000.
rec itoiB are: J. T. Curtis of Erlo,
Pa. 48 shares: Mrs. Josephine P. Ely,
1 share, and Rnlpph C. Ely, 1 share,
both of Doming, and tho last nnmed
being tho designated New Mexico
ngont,

Las Colonias

43,000,000FEETOF
No

TIMBER

Grazing Fees Will Be Charg.
ed Livestock Owners the
First Year.

The President has signed a
adding 129,819 acres
the same time eliminating
acres from the Pecos national
mation

OFFICIALS
AT EAST

TO

procla
and at
31,561

forest,

New Mexico.
The eliminations made by this proc
lamation lie along the west side of

the forest, and embrace a strip from

two to three miles in width from the

northwest corner south to the Juan
de Gabaldon grant. While these lands
contain some juniper and plnon timber, there Is not enough of It to warrant keeping the area wltlhln the for-st. No portion of the watershed of
the Santa Fe creek is affected by this
change.
The additions lie entirely south of
the former boundaries of the Pecos,
and embrace the top of the Glorieta
mesa south to wltlhln a few miles of
Canon Blanco, and also include two
tracts near Las Colonias. The line
has been so drawn as to exclude the
entire Pecos valley and confine the
forest to the best timbered areas In
this region. In the case of the addition south and west of the Pecos river
the boundaries follow the rim of tlhe
mesa as closely as possible.
Some yellow pine timber, estimated
at 4'!,0oo,00 B. M is found on the
Glorieta mesa, but a great deal of the
former stand has been cut off. Under
careful management It Is hoped that
both the quantity and the quality of
the pine can be markedly Improved.
In addition to the yellow pine there
Is a large quantity of cordwood and
cedar posts which are readily accessi
ble to the various
shipping points
along the Santa Fe railroad.
No grazing fees will be charged up
on this addition for the first year, and
the grazing rights of all those who
have been In the habit of regularly
using this area will be very carefully
protected. All the valid claims initiated prior to the temporary withdrawal of this land will be allowed to proceed to patent precisely as If the forest had not been created, and any
lands found to be chiefly valuable for
agriculture and not needed for ad
ministrative purposes will be listed to
settlers under the act of June 11, 1906
The High Cost of Living.
Increase the price ot many necessities without improving the quality.
Foley's Honey and Tar maintains Us
high standard or excellence and Us
great curative qualities without any
Increase In cost. It is the best rem
edy for coughs, cold, crop, whooping
cough and all ailments of the throat,
chest and lungs, The genuine is In a
yellow package. Refuse substitutes.
& Co.
Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
DEPARTMENT COMMANDER
ISSUES PROCLAMATION.
Issues an Appeal to Observe the Occasion Properly and Warns
Desecrating It.
Grand
Department of New Mexico,
Army of the Republic, Headquarters
Department of New Mexico, G. A. R.
My Dear Comrades Once more the
time rolls around to Memorial day. To
us, who still remain of the one million comrades, who have passed over
the great river, this is the most sacred
day of the year, in a little while we,
too, will go over to join our comrades In the better land. Our children and our children's children will
then place flowers upon our graves.
We are passing away at the rate of
about 40,000 a year. In fifteen years,
or twenty at the most, there will not
be a corporal's guard of us left.
It is honed that every soldier's
grave. Federal and Confederate alike,
will be decorated. If tlhere is a poor
old Confederate mother or widow in
your community, seek her out on that
day and give her the best you have in
friendship, charity and goodfellowshlp.
Let her feel that we respect her as
the mother or widow of a dead hero.
It is suggested that you meet In
the churches on Memorial day, Sun
day of May, and
day, the twenty-nintthat a comrade explain, before the
sermon, to the younger generation,
why we observe this day, atid that we
expect to turn It over to them, to be
observed In the same way alter awhile.
It will be fitting and proper for us
to meet In a social way on Decoration day, but let us irown upon all
forms of gambling, on that day.
annual en
1. Tho twenty-seventcampment of New Mexico will be held
at Las Vegas June 8 and 9.
I.
Sherman Post No. 1, tho ladles
of the Woman's Relief Corps and tho
citizens of Las Vegas extend a welcome to every comrade, soldier and
sailor of tho Civil War, their wives
and all members of tho Woman's Relief Corps, tlho ladles oi tho O. A. R.,
to this encampment, for which they
are preparing a hearty welcome to nil
There
comrades and their friends.
will bo a public reception and a camp
fire on tho night of the eighth to welcome the visitors.
Vou will ho shown places ot In
3,
terest around the city and over the
scenic route, and the work of building
the largo reservoir, etc.
4. The peoplo of Las Vegas will
demonstrate how heartily the comrades and friends are welcome and
how much they consider It an honor
to have She privilege of honoring the
survivors of the grent armies that
saved the nation front destruction.
5.
Our commander In chief, Sam
uel R. Van Sunt, or somo of the na
tional officers will meet with us.
ap
6. Railroad rates have been
plied for nnd you will bo notified aa
aoou as received.

E SANTA

LAS VEGAS.

Hon. Nathan Jaffa and Salomon 8pitz
Spend Day In Meadow City to

'LOSES

Form Class for Renulon.

(Us Vegas Optic.)
Beginning Monday, May 23, and
continuing for three days the Ancient
and Accepted Scottish Rite ot Free
Masonry of the Valley of Santa Fe
and the Orient of New Mexico will
annual reunion in
hold lis fourth
Santa Fc. At that time the degrees
of the rite from the fourth to the
thirty-secon- d
will be conferred upon
Master Masons from all parts of New
Mexico. It Is expected that the reunion
will be attended by a large number
of the Scottish Rite Masons as well
as by the candidates. Las Vegas expects to send a number of candidates
and members of the rite.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
ot Santa Fe, Wise Master of Aztlan
Chapter Rose Croix No. 1, which will
confer the degrees from the fifteenth
to the eighteenth,
accompanied by
Salomon Spitz, of the same city, also
a high official in the Scottish Rite,
are in Las Vegas today making up a
class of candidates from the local Ma
sons and extending a special Invita
tion to the Scottish Rite Masons to
attend, the reunion.
Mr. Jaffa Bays the reunion this year
Is expected to be the most successful the rite has ever held. Interest
among the members, he says. Is greater than usual and Santa Fe Is preparing to entertain Its guests royally.
The work of conferring degrees will
begin at 1:30 o'clock an the afternoon of May 23 and will continue un
til Wednesday when the thirty-sec-ondegree will be given.
Santa Fe Masons are planning the
erection of a magnificent temple.
Plans have been drawn and the various Masonic bodies own a well lo
cated plot of ground on which It is
to be erected. Mr. Jaffa says preparations for the construction of the
building are going on and It is probable that It will not be many months
before actual work will begin.
The Santa Fe consistory is the head
of the Scottish Rite for New Mexico.
It Is known as New Mexico Consistory

FE
OUT

and
Between Epidemics
Lack of Employment It
Goes Backward
REMEDY

SH0ULD

BE

FOUND

Manual Training, School Gar-den- s,
Sanitation Are Important Factors.

With other parts of the Territory,
Santa Fe has enjoyed the benefits ot
Immigration to swell its population
flEures but It has also suffered as oth
er cities from the work of the Grim
Reaper.
The past winter was reputed the
severest the city has faced for 27
years and the mortality that followed
In its wake was unquestionably great
er than after any winter since 1890.
In the Cathedral parish, as an ex
ample, it 1b found that there have
been 45 funerals for the montns or.
January, February, March and April
of this year. Contrasted with these
figures there have been 39 births.
Just what the number of deaths in tlhe
parish has been la not known. Probate Clerk George W. Armijo stated
that he Is going to make a thorough
canvas of the entire city to ascertain
the number of deaths and births and
have them recorded but that he does
not expect to be able to make a report until July.
The deaths In the Cathedral parish
however, give one a fair idea of the
urgent need of Santa Fe getting more
people to come here and providing
something for them to do. In January there were 12 funerals; in Feb
ruary 15: In March 4; and April 14.
In January there were 9 baptismB, in
February 8, and March 10, while in
April there were 12, making a total
of 39.
What is the Cause.
It is generally conceded that the
No. 1.
heavy mortality in this one parish Is
A touch of rheumatism, or a twinge due to pneumonia and to the Impoverof neuralgia, whatever the trouble Is, ished physical and financial condition
of
Chamberlain's Liniment drives away of a number of its victims. Lack
of
of proper food and
the pain at once and cures the com ventilation,
of hygiene, as it is under
plaint quickly. IFrst application gives knowledge
stood today, are considered factors In
relief. Sold by all druggists.
the heavy loss from pneumonia. The
remedy pointed out is a sewer system
WARDEN CLEOFES ROMERO
for the city, some system for letting
RETURNS FROM RANCH.
fresh air into the houses and above all
teaching people how to keep well. It
who
re
Sheriff Cleofes Romero,
has been pointed out however that to
El
at
ranch
from
his
turned last night
combat the poverty in the city is the
for
the
Cuervo, says that prospects
plain duty of all who can help.
ranchers this year are exceptionally
The Young Men Leaving.
resulted
Beason
The
lambing
bright.
The young men of Santa Fe are
in nearly 90 per cent, which Is ex
for places where
the
ceptionally good. Mr. Romero says leaving more city
business, more opporthe cattle are looking fine and that there is
the ranges are covered with plenty of tunities for a career. The already
large city gets such men. Why? Begrass.
cause the large city has mills and fac"For the first time in several yesrs tories where
clerical and manual laMr. Romero roped cattle. He roped bor is given to those anxious for work.
BOO
animals
of the
dur
and branded
Santa Fe needs factories to give
ing his visit to the ranch. He says work to the many people here now
in
a
the
little
was
(he
rusty
at first
idle. Santa Fe needs manual training
handling of the lariat, but it did not in its schools to train the young peotake him very long to become
ple who now go to the large cities to
proficient as he was twenty years get this training. It has been also
ago when he spent most of his time pointed out that medical school inin the saddle.
spection Is a necessity If the public
"Mr. Romero's family, which had health
a
is to be safeguarded and
been on the ranch, returned home
paid health officer to direct the health
to
Intends
him.
Romero
Mr.
witu
crusade is also an urgent need. School
remove to Santa Fe early next month
too, should point the way to
und resume active charge of the ter gardens
the cultivation of the many unfilled
ritorial penitentiary, of which he is acres In this immediate vicinity.
warden. He expects, however, to be a
Better Irrigation 8ystem.
frequent visitor to Las Vegas and
Are the people of this city wasteful?
probably will be here during a part It is declared they are In the use of
of the May term of tlhe district water and It Is estimated that
court." Las Vegas Optic.
of the amount would suffice if a
better Irrigation system were underVo.nrln" U tho most clever little stood and
put Into practice. The way
silvered Coffee Strainer ever invened. water Is allowed to flow on lawns and
not nno freo from Dr. Sbooo. Racine, transform them into ponds and the
Wis., by the Coupon Plan. The Cou nearby street pavements into miniapon and Dr. Snoops new book on ture canals, has astonished residents
Health Coffee sent to any laoy re- - from larger cities coming here to see
ntiaattntr thpm Yoil Can tHck SOV One the sights.
by secretly serving Dr. Shoop's Health
Abandoning Homes.
Coffee at meal time. Your visitor or
In this region too there is the
drinkIs
he
declare
will
Home" problem to be
husband
"Abandoned
your
ing real coffee and yet there Is not a met. Go out toward Agua Frla or out
grain of real coffee In Dr. Shoop's Hillside avenue and count the abanHealth Coffee. Pure grains, malt, and doned adobes and see the farms that
nuts Elve Health Coffee its exquisite have beeH abandoned. But the young
taste nnd flavor. No 20 to 30 minutes men who might have replaced their
tedious boiling. "Made in a minute." parents In the pursuit of agricultural
work, having found no garden or manTry it from your grocer and get a ual
lb. package
training In the schools, having
uleasant surprise. 1
sought Industries in the city and
25c. Sold by Frank Andrews.
found them wanting, have laid down
the hoe and bought a ticket to the coal
PENN'S BIG RELAY CARNIVAL.
camps or beet fields, or the big cities
30.
Before nnd Santa Fe will see them no more.
Anrll
Phllnrtpltihla.
thousands of spectators, the chosen
rBnrnsentatlves of over 200 schools ROSWELL BOY DIES WHILE
VISITING RELATIVES.
and colleges of the country met under
the auspices of the university ot
N. M.,
April 28. Wlllia
Pennsylvania on Franklin field, this Dawson,
.nfternoon. In the sixteenth annual In Smart, tho small son ot Thomas Smart
of Roswell died early this morning
tercollegiate nnd Interscholastlc relay
accomrare meeting. The entry list was an after a brief Illness. The boy,
over
by his grandmother, Mrs. J. C.
panied
fine
one,
comprising
exceptionally
was at Dawson visiting
1,500 perrormers.
Aeany an ot iuu Thompson,
hio- pniipirea nf the east and south were relntlves when the little fellow took
The institutions of the suddenly ill. Relatives at Roswell,
represented.
notified
middle west also had a good repre Aztec and Madrid have been
have been made
sentntlon, Including Michigan, Illi- but no arrangements
j
pending advice from parents.
nois, Indlnna and Kansas.

i...

THE BEST
SPRING

need a
Most persons, even those who are ordinarily strong and healthy,
ailment, but are
tonic and blood purifier In the Spring. Some have no particular
Winter Ufa with its decreased amount of outweak, debilitated and
skin closed,
door exorcise, and the fact that cold weather has kept the pores of the
refuse matter from being expelled
prevented the proper amount of waste and the circulation have thinned and
from the system. These impurities entering
amount
weakened tha blood, and the body therefore does not receive a sufficientfickle aptired feeling,
of Wood nourishment. The general bodily weakness,
blood has become. Frequently
petite, poor digestion, etc, Bhow how anaemic the
of the imskin diseases, plmplee, eruptions, etc., break out and this Is evidence
best
S.
S.
8.
is
the
Spring tonic, because it is We
purity of the circulation.
on which you ctn rely lo
greatest of all blood purifier.. It is the only medicine
effects and at the same time purify n
supply the system with the needed tonic
save you from a long
time
S.
this
may
S.
S.
use
at
of
enrich your blood. The
the
?
spoil of sickness, and it will certainly prepare you for
and
barks; it Is Natufe s
hot Summer. S. S. S. Is made entirely from roots, herbs
Imstomach,
the
tones
up
tonic, pure nd healthful. It regulates digestion,
This will be your bogt
proves the appetite and promotes strong, vigorous health.
tonic.
Spring season if you use B. B. S. for your SPECIFIC
OA.
CO., ATLANTA,
JHB SWIFT

rtn

A HEART BREAKING
THE 8TATEH0OD BILL.
WA8TE.
THE BEAUTY OUT OF DOORS.
WRITING TO THE EDITOR.
both ot the big parties In their plat A NEW PAPER AND THE REFORM
It seems a heart breaking waste to
New Mexico Is essentially an out
x newspaper receives all sorts ot Whether It ls because 'SenatorIlls Bev8CH0OL.
forms for 1908 aftlrniod their desire to
po the close observer In New Mexico to
The Springer News has been launch- of door land. The all pervading sun- - ,,ie. One who has not been connected erldge ls busy looking after
have New Mexico and Arizona admitof a litical fences In Indiana, or because see the untitled lands and the wasted
tn9 editorial department
wj(a
ted as states.
He quotes from Prosl-dtn- t ed on the ea of Republican Journal- shine, the mild climate, the glorious
com- President Taft is away from the cap- water and at the same time to hear
Heiican Beinew
npw9paper could not Imagine how
Roosevelt and again from Presi- ism and It will crowd the Democratic scenery, the invigorating air, all
few days, there is a renewed the cry for employment and watch the
Springer Stock- bine to niaka life out of doors of pe- many queer people write queer iuiiib" ital for a
dent Taft to show how the visible und
ot pessimism nnent the prob-abl- tralnloaris of produce being brought
Hie
outburst
on
It
be
the
whether
charm
culiar
former
in
county
good
are
man
hard
many
There
the
editor.
very
to
heads of the Republican party had (a
fate of the pending Btatehood here from Colorado, Kansas and other
RCW MEXICAN PPUNTIIM COM
which Is des- range or In tho hills. No wonder that pool,le wr,t lottorg commendliiR somevored the pending statehood bills, and seat of Colfax county
bill. To be sure, there are powerful points. The Kansas City Btar agrees
CANY.
ea
some day to he a center of pop- me yuesia uazette wrnes as lunuw. th
tined
tua
ltl
bt,pn
Blllj
UB9
that
(hat
facts
"
brings forward an array of
to whom the admission of with
the New Mexican that the readulation. Karl F. Giitlunan is the edi- of a short trip from Questa to Taos torlal columns, there are others who, interests
no one can refute.
New Mexico and Arizona would be a iest and only solution ot the
"Did you ever make the trip?
tor and publisher und his experience
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
manner,
and
featproblem
languago
in
the
here
lies
dignified
compelling
"Right
New Mexican has ot
the
but
Spanish-Americashould
bitter
pill,
"No!
on
the Roy
the unemployed Is the cultivation of
Editor and President
take an opposite view ot some article siilllcleut confidence in President Taft
ure In tho Guernsey argument: No
life?
whole
in
been
training.
never;
"Wlhat,
have
your
the
preliminary
good
waBte lands. There Is no other
FRANK P. 8TURGES,
Comparty In convention or caucus should He makes one mistake however, In Then you have missed half your life, that lias caught their attention.
and tho Republican leaders that Uiey commonwealth that has so
allarge ft peradopt any article of faith it does not his list of territorial officials, for Miere and left no chance for criticising our munications from all of those are
will not put off the admission of the centage of
edperiodically unemployed as
ways welcome In any newspaper
believe, or declare itself In' favor of appears James M. Hervey as attorney trip.
territories beyond the close ot the has New Mexico
no
town
words
that haB
and
itorial department, for kind
JOHN K. 6TAUFFER,
any action or measure It does not pro- general Instead of Frank W. Clancy.
congressional session.
"Between Questa and Taos lies
so large a percentage ot Idle men and'
condemnation present
8tcratary-Truturand
hurt
anybody,
of
pose to carry out. The time has come Tho
has
the
ot
Since
congress
twenty-eight
disposed
and
near
mile,
something
paper Is very neatly printed
when four-flusparty platforms should the first article on tho first pago Is of undulating landscape, and where the 1 rare, even from persons who have large appropriation hills national leg youths as Simla Fe. Yet, In this very
enough water is wasted and there
Second CUu Matter at be eliminated from conventions, exact- general Interest for It tolls of the work land has 'scaped" the rocks appear.
Entered
islators have been working night and city,
are sufficient vacant lots to give
o
acts should be expur- of the New Mexico Reform School as
nno
Postofflaa.
ly as four-flustoko ihir rimlc. in the indeed, those who have received favors day to enact all the legislation
to hiU
to many families nnd at the
to curry out the pledges mailo In
mutter nf nititiMe fnr tJi irrnund Is are often the quicKest ana nouesi in
gated from the statutes. It should be follows:
snine time add beauty and the appearRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
the chief design of all legislation for
i.itb.iontiv tn riUram the coiiMilaiuliiK about- something which the last platform and tile recommenfeel that tho first Issue of our iindni.itii.i
"We
t 15 purifying the ballot to compel the paper would be incomplete without difference betweeu the high places and displeases them. Those wno do not dations ot President Taft. As usual ance of thrift to the general appear
Gaily, per week, by carrier
Oatly, per month, by carrier.... 1.00 makers of platforms to live up to the making mention of our territorial In 'he low.
agree with the writer a views ami say the program will be largely opposed ance of the city. Under less favorable
75
Dally, pr month, by mall
" inoffensive way are well
bo
promises they have mado to the vot stitution, the New Mexico Reforma
by the Democrats. Many obstacles circumstances, Chinamen at Doming
and
traverses
route
"The
the
rich
1.09
Daily, three monthi, by moll....
ers. When any party openly an- tory. Tuesday the editor, when at tine
to Questa eelved, too, because no man Is bl- will arise but It Is hoped that before and Silver City make one acre produce
adjacent
valley
4.00
mal!
Call, tlx months, by
nounces Its intentions and hopes to depot, was Invited by Dr. Cahlll to and then goes straight up up-- and
fallible, and a man who Is properly final adjournment Is taken most of the a thousand dollars a year but It seems
'.. 7.60 Impose
Pally, on year, by mail
a higher or a lower rate of stop at the Institution as we passed. down to the San Crlstoval, and there constructed likes to bo contradicted desired measures will have been that the white men aro much less re
28
Weekly, per month...
"The building and grounds have un- meanders around alfalfa patches and at times. If tho contradiction has any enacted and the remainder left In sourceful and skillful than their yel76 taxation upon any class of property,
Weekly, per quarter
such shape that their passage will low competitors. In as Inrge cities as
a complete transformation. cultivation, and dltdhea and things, point.
1.00 the members of that party should dergone
Weekly, six monthi
It lias been the experience of thou- - follow shortly upon the convening of Kansas City, vacant lots are being
work as a unit to have the pledge ful- The latter have been enlarged, fertil- and when through meandering goes up
vVeekly, per year
next winter.
the
cultivated and add materially to the
filled to tho letter, and never cease ized and put undor cultivation
up and down to the Hondo. Beau- - sands of newspapers, that there are congress
The Weekly New Mexlcai Review
The railroad bill Is now the pend family exchequer and In Holland or
from working until every agreement is portion Immediately adjacent to the tlful Hondo; lots of water, and grass, letter writers who are plain cranks,
Mei-jro- .
New
In
the oldest newspaper
both
In
houses.
tihe privilege to cultivate the
to
been
seeded
ing
legislation
Belgium
grass. and plum trees In blossom, filling nnd men who are not of the profession
building having
It to aent to every postofflce la kept in full. Both of the big parties a The
Following the disposal of the rail vacant lands ou the Santa Fe grant
former is now being treuted to a ones nostrils with their fragrance, would bo astonished at the number of
Mex-icdie Torrltor' and has a large and are morally bound to admit New
little lambs playing on the green such persons who write to tho news-swar- road bill' senate administration lead would be deemed a fortune. Says the
and Arizona as free and sovereign cent of paint.
trowing clrcnlatloa amonff the Intel"We were greeted at the entrance
and no notice put up to keep papers about all manner ot things ers favor taking up the bill giving the KanBas City Star:
at this session of Congress. It
ligent and progressiva people of the states
"Men like Mr, J. J, Hill have been
J. W. them off. Then up nnd the Taos vnl- - that aro foolish and ot no Interest, President unlimited power to with
does not matter so much whether the by the genial superintendent.
Southwest.
draw lands for conservation purposes. calling workers to the land for at
two new states are Democratic or Re Klrkpatrick who conducted us through ley, like a rift of sunshine cast Somehow all the sin and sorrow and
Indications
From
it appears least ten years. Rich and thinking
the Institution and we found every- through a cloud, fills (the vision as far
present
and
sl)araB and suffering
publican, Mormon or Gentile, Greaser
THURSDAY, MAY 5, 1910.
store room to the dor- as the eye can reach and In the twelve folv .nd
that this measure will meet llttlo op- benefactors like Mr. Jacob Schlff, the
or Indian. It does concern the nation thing from the
of the world, and espec-mile- s
eccentricity
state New York banker, have been sending
there
is
Then
the
and
position.
miliary
mitory, clean, orderly,
through the level stretches,
,
very much that the dominant Repub- In
vlclnngei pour int0 a new8. hood bill, the postal
savings bank Immigrants nnd
every detail. The condition of the one realizes he Is In a country that Is Mly
to the
lican party In this nation fulfills the
man
writes
But
office.
who
the
paper
bill. west
measure and the
not a delusion and a snare.
building speaks for the Institution
a foolish letter to a newspaper is In some instances there ls a dispo and and southwest for land. Private
pledges It made to the country in the good management. The boys, twenty-twencourstate agricultural schools
A FRIEND OF NEW MEXICO.
"Taos, oh, you Taos; would I had treated with the courtesy that any sition on the
national platform of 1908. Mr. Guern-seof members of both
In number, were preparing for dinage better farming and more farming
in
stayed there; when I was there, fur other man receives. In the newspaper houses for anpart
Hon. Frank Edward Guernsey, who
displays true statesmanship
to on
ner which was cooked, placed on tfhe nisher
adjournment
early
small farms. In many cities (Kanof my life's partner; and birth- fraternity there are many men who
vital point in the ar- tables and served
them to return home and pre- Bas
fills with distinction the seat former- pointing out the
by the Inmates
oi my cniiaren, ana resting place reniember the admonition In an old permit
City ls one of these) public and
gument, and laying heavy stress upon
for the fall election. But a large
We saw plain wholesome piace
pare
-ly occupied In the House of Represen- the duty ot all parties to fulfill their themselves.
of my dead. Oh, you Taos!"
u is a fool's wisdom to laugh part of the members tako the position private enterprise is developing vafood which had been tastily arranged
cant city lands into profitable truck
tatives by Hon. Llewellyn Powers, moral obligations, which should be as on the tables. Tho kitchen, with Its
tlliat the currying out of as much ot the
at the unfortunate."
though a New Englander, Is a friend binding among parties, as promissory mammoth range, cement floor and
After all these conies another class legislative program as possible will gardens.
ONE REASON FOR DELAY.
"The food supply question Is waking
of New Mexico and of Delegate An- notes are among Individuals."
The cat is out of the bag. Senator
letter writers who occupy a place by be the best reason for endorsement by
good ventilation, Is a model. Before
to the incondrews. This Is probably not so much
There are persona who the voters and they nre Inclined to public opinion gonerally
leaving, we Hind Hie pleasure of meet- Beverldge is miffed on account of the themselves.
much land unemployed and
because New Mexico is New Mexico, SANTA FE'S GREATEST ASSET. lug Mrs. Klrkpatrick, the matron who 'unkind
the New Mexico write letters containing Insulting lan- - continue the session until this result gruity of
that
things
many men unemployed or casually embut because the fight for statehood Is The Denver Republican pats the fllls her position with great credit to and Arizona press have been saying gauge, challenging the recipient and has been accomplished.
Public opinion bas been
Just, and Mr. Guernsey is not back- Santa Fe Board of Trade on the back the school.
e
Present Indications are that within ployed.
about him. He ls going to punish the to prove himself a "coward" by
to the Btll broader fact that
ward In lifting his voice for that which when it says:
"We had spent only twenty minutes
of tho territories for the sins lug to print the letter, and at the same a few weeks the record will be made aroused
the people ought not Indefinitely to
"Congratulations to the citizens of In the Institution, hut there was stim of their journalists
ig right and true and proper. Reprewho failed to time showing the quality of their own up and the proposition will be sub
to
sentative Guernsey is a man of charac- Santa Fe who have decided to form a ulated In us a desire to 'call again'
In the Indiana senator the courage by withholding their names mitted to the people "Shall we elect leave their food supply wholly
recognize
chance.
ter and one of the ablest men in Con- committee for the preservation of the and get better acquainted with the savior ot his country and the guardian from their communications.
a Republican Jiouso to the sixty-se- c
most
tone
Inter management and learn more of the
of their
"It Is this state of fact and of the
gress and there is no doubt that his architectural .
ond congress to enable President Taft
angel of the territories.
Says the
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enough to secure control of a few good
'What has Raton to show to the Ana county, generally so progressive,
past few months. Terms of court have house ot representatives (Jie members two or three weeks and a third and
seaports on the Pacific coast, because
all merely drop their bills In a box; tho possibly a fourth late In summer If any physical eye for the last 20 years of le even In worse slhape, and Berna
Detailed reports from the Mississip had to be curtailed or not held at
New Bedford whalers were busy on the
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cost comparativethe enrichment of New England merBhort time but soon recovers and after something
them.
going toward furthering survey, which would
of damage to fruit and small grain. cur again next Monday when court
chants. Outside of material profits for
The present Congress has already
watering and mowing will appear the civic beauty ot one of the most ly little, as Bernalillo ls Ihe smallest
no accurate statistics have Is supposed to convene at Las Vegas.
counties.
thousand bills on darker green than before, Do not al- - picturesquely located towns in New of New Mexico's twenty-siBoston, Mr. Webster viewed the en- Although
nearly thirty-threbeen compiled it ls certain that the Says the Optic:
the solution to get on cement or Mexico."
tire country west of the Rocky moun loss in
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stone walks
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tains with marked disfavor.
The sanitary experts suggest that "They knew I would enforce the law
the United States court which ls ing out of tho account some hundreds
lions.
of pension bills, almost none ot the permanent, yellow Btaln."
the cleaning up business .should in and I did!" characterizes uhe attitude
"In short and meaty paragraphs Mr,
Probably the most reliable account-Ir- scheduled to begin Monday In the San rest can be
ls
there
unless
clude the whitewashing of cellars the of Secretary Ballinger In the contropassed
Guernsey detailed the size, wealth and
of the
ls contained In the Miguel county court house? This Is unanimous consent
There are certain circumstances un- removal of rubbish from the back and versy that has been raging around
to consider them.
rate of progress, which New Mexico bulletin of damage
court
the
the
the federal weauher bureau.
question the clerks at
Of course there are many members der whicfh the publishing of a news- front yards and the plentiful sprink lilm. The story told by tho secretary
and Arizona have displayed, and Touching upon this
point the Bulletin house are asking each other and are who are always ready to object to the paper In New Mexico, if not profitable ling of disinfectants about the prem- of the Interior upon the stand today
proved that in population, either ter- suys :
to
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able
before
be
hoping
is at least not a financial loss. Such ises. The good results bound to fol- was straightforward and without evaconsideration of any "fool" bill.
ritory was fitted lor statehood. In"Stormy weather greatly Interfered Ihe middle ot this week. Judge John
senator or member a fortunate condition Is apparent at low an observance of these hints need sions.
As President Roosevelt had
Inasmuch as
stead of being sand barrens Inhabited with farming operations over the more R. McFle, of Santa Fe, who has been
can introduce any number of bills on Cuervo, Guadalupe county, as the fol- - not be explained to any Intelligent said of him: "The man who cleaned
by roving and lawless bands of Mex- northern districts and freezing tem- so faithful In presiding In tills district
and since some lowing from the Clipper sets forth
person. But, as remarks the Scran-to- up Seattle was the man to clean up
icans, both territories were cut acrosB peratures did Immense damage to during the absence of the regular any and every subject,
'On Wednesday we sold the plant,
congressmen are willing to present
Tribune, it ls possible for even the the general land office." Seattle was
with trunk railroads; they had many fruits and vegetation of all kinds in
judge, is busily engaged at a ses- "by request" bills sent to them by any name, business and good will of the citizen of humble means to go fur- wide-opeand Immorality was fosteran
the
Ohio and middle Mississippi val- sion of the district court In Taos
abundance of common, nor
banks,
constituent, the fact Hint a Cuervo Clipper to J. R, Thomas of Los ther. We should not only renovate ed and protected, until Ballinger bemal and Bclentlflc schools as well as leys and the northern portion of die county, which began today. It probab- "cranky" been
Introduced does not sug Tanos, who will conduct the Bame in our premises, but should
bill has
beautify came mayor. He merely enforced the
colleges and universities; the value of gulf states where on account of warm ly will be Impossible for him to come. gest that It will be
passed, any more the future at the same place and along them also. A little grass seed and a law but enforcing the law will make
weather
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public buildings and hospitals
was
An effort to secure a Judge at once than the gathering of a Bummer cloud 'the line ot tlho past.
town fit to live in. Of
few plants will In a few weekn trans any wide-ope- n
most surprising to us eastern people. been unduly advanced."
Is being made. The unsettled state In"A. W. Brantley who has so ably ed form the uninviting dooryard of today course, Mayor Ballinger made ene
Implies that the earlh Is to be de
While New Mexico experienced low to which
Each territory had millions of acres
ited the Clipper for the past few into a little paradise. For a few cents mies in this course just as he has in
the judicial affairs ot the slroyed by another deluge.
set aside for a public forest domain. temperatures early this month, but Fourth district has been thrown by
.
months will continue In that capacity. the desolate plot can be made a verit- the government service at Washing
Jf.
A quarter of a million acres In New weather conditions In no way Inter Iho
"Mr. Thomas has three daughters, able bower of beauty. A few flowers ton.
The man who "cleans up" ls
of a
delay In the assignment
Reports from eastern New Mexico
NeithMexico were about to come under Ir- fered with farming operations.
nil printers, hence, will do the median-lea- l blooming In the yard speak of natural never popular and tho motto posted
er was there any damage of Import- judge, has caused a great deal of work tell of hundreds of abandoned homerigation. Considerably more than 90
work and Mr. Thomas will give refinement In the most humble cottage In the office at the capital of Captain
All over the plalnB, mesas
and worry for the clerks and the bar." steads.
per cent of the poppulation In each anceorrecorded in New Mexico's farmand valleys may be found deserted It a portion of his time, having a splen- In Hie land. Thoy tell of a love for Fred Fornoft of the Mounted Police
fruit
is
ing
sections.
It
growing
at- the beautiful that Is cherished
territory, was of pure Caucasian stock, true
On the face of It, the proposition to shacks.
only by applies to most public odlclnls: "One
Two nnd three
years of did farm that demands his personal
that In some sections the fruit
the" humane and the cannot be a policeman and be popular
per cent of the population In each men resorted
the
unite tho farmers and laboring men drouth hove knocked out the pros- tention.
to
This
presmudging.
too."
As the territorial mines were opened
"Mr. Thomas
ls an experienced patriotic citizen.
ventative measure was successful and Into one political party, seems to bo a pective fnrmeru In many sections
no doubt give
up, they were found to be surpassingLet all clean up and spruce up.
who believed that they could newspaper man and will
New Mexico orchards through dangerous one, but In practical
brought
our surroundings bo beautiful as well
cus- - "is reaaers a gooo pup. r am. we uus
ly rich In gold, sliver, copper, iron,
Governor Mills today Issued a proc
hout
loss. Reports Ilea It will never come about, There farm successfully the way it Is
Hit! jmUUHH Will KIVC 111'" Llllill iiunnj as sanitary.
zinc and lead. Much of the wool pro- from allany appreciable
of
lamation for the observance
orchard districts Indicate Is as much difference of opinion tomary In the more humid regions.
15,
will
Ho
take
May
duced In this country was brought that this
charge
Biippnrt.
Mother's Day" on 'Sunday, May 15.
crop will be greater among laboring men nnd farmers as They had no Idea of scientific farm- 19 10."
note
from that section. Dairymen In central than In year's
TOie deaths of three grown-uAmong tho ninny dnys of special
any recent years, substantiat thnre Is among any other men of ing nnd It they did, were reluctant to
New York Btate were feeding their ing New Mexico s claim to
in ODe house on Illllsldo avenue that have been set apart In recent
climatic equal numbers. Intelligence ls too gen- - put In the machinery and Inbor neees- IiIh adIn
Brlce
Ambassador
James
cows
from typhoid penumonla, demand of- years, not one ls of greater Import
dairy
upon haled alfalfa grown supremacy.
ernl to permit either farmers or labor- nary to brln" returns. Still, It Is won
dress in Kansas today called attention ficial attention.
In New Mexico. Oranges, lemons,
There must bo a ance than the third Sunday of May.
ing men or both to bo corralled Into derful to f?ee r,o many people remain to a weakness which
lies at the bot- source of contamination,
be it well It has been designated as "Mother's
prunes and other fruits were shipped
The Glorleta mesa as far south as one fold by any agitator.
and turning defeat Into victory. Those
tom ot most disputes and disagree- water, or Inadequate
fast by the tralnload from tho very Ihe Canon Blanco and two tracts of
sanitary pro- Day." It ls a day for the enjoyment
who are sticking to the country are
ments when he said that most men do visions, or a sinkhole, or an uncleaned of the sweet recollections of childdeserts of sand that Webster had de tumbered
A second bank has been organized learning through experience and nre
land near Las
public
not know what they think they know. ditch or yard, or some other cause hood, the memories of the dear old
lt
spised with his fine New England Colonias have been added to the Pe at Naravisa, an Indication that the applying the methods which will
It is common to hear two men Insist which endangers the neighborhood. home; a day for meditation on our
scorn,
cos national forest. The addition was second largest town of Quay county Is
In a harvest even In a dry coun"In conclusion Air. Guernsey makes made after careful examination and still growing. But it. is no wonder. try without flowing water. Those aro upon two Btnntoments diametrically Whatever it la should be determined debt to motherhood, and a day which
to each other and each con- by tflie board of health and the city au- helps to quicken our consciences on a
use of an argument, which
very hearings of those opposed to the prop- Naravisa has been holding an annual the emplro builders and to them New opposed
Bhould tako prompt action subject that, many a thoughtless boy
pertinent at this time, but which few osition and time should prove lis fair and In the Naravisa New Mexican Mexico will owo part of Us future testant being positive that the truth thorities.
is with him alone. If It were not for In accordance with the roBult of such and girl has overlooked, namely the
famous men who are no more than po- wisdom, although It will be difficult to the growing and enterprising little city greatness.
this half knowledge that passes for nn Investigation. Santa Fo noeds a sacrifice, toll, tenderness and unutliticians, care to advance, which Is that convince those who have been graz- has one of the best wneldy newspapers
sewer system, but even more than that terable love of tho mothers who bore
iho Republican party should make ing their herds In this area and those In the southwest. With hustlers like
Ruth Leavltt Bryan has found a new knowledge, there would be fow law
It needs a general cleaning up and us, taught us our first prnyer and
good the pledges adopted In Its nation- who have been cutting freely ot its Wlllard Belknap to keep things a father for her two babies. Beauty and 8ull.li, few fights, few wars and the
frequent tests of its well water which made smooth the pnth of life for our
al platforms. With easy and convinc- wood, that forest reserves are on un- moving, Naravisa has attained a jier-- cleverness go a long way even In a mlllcnlum would not bo far from tho ls
no longer above suspicion,
footsteps,
door,
manont position on tho map.
ing logic he Informs the House tha: mixed blessing.
grass widow,
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EVERYBODY
THINKS HE
population would be out on the streets for labor and material. Facts of like
CAN EDIT NEWSPAPER. ' waiting for the sounds of assaults and Import could be adduced In regard to
battery.
many Icadln staples but the forego"Tho old time editor, (lie one we all ing are sufficient to emphasize the
Aieociated Press Greatest News Gath
read about who stamped his Individu money value of Intelligent action
ering Organization In the World
Address By Geo. Ade.
ality on every issue of his paper and against Insect enemies, which may
did not bother about the press work, often
represent difference between a
New York, April 2!). George Ado do you remember what ho called the profit and a loss In agricultural operwas among the Bpeakers at Uhe Joint man If he didn't care much for him ations,
banquet In this city lust night of the He did not call him a mollycoddle or
It Is estimated by authorities that
Associated Press and tho American an Insurgent or a malefactor or an the
damage caused by files will
Association, undesirable.
Newspaper Publishers'
amount to over $20,000,000 annually.
"He said that the man was a polt
delivering a brief address on "Help
cause a vast amount of
Mosquitoes
roon, a hell liar, a pusillanimous liar,
ing the Editor." Mr, Ade said:

will significantly improve when hygienic precautions are enforced.
(3) That the preservation of fruit-treegrains, etc., on the farm will In-

crease the production, which will decrease the cost of production, thereby
reducing the cost to the consumer.
Former 8anta Fe Methodist Minister
(4) That when the farmer realizes
How
s
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Vegas
stables
the necessity of ventilating
Elected President of New Tells Las
George W. Gould Fired Four
He Was Cured.
and barns and properly feeding his
Las
(
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Board
Optic.)
Vegas
Shots Into His Body
.
By Big
stock, thero will be less condemnation
Full of useful Information concernCf diseased animals and meat products
This Morning
Majority
ing tho prevention and cure tof tuberwhich will increase the production and
culosis was the address on "The
which Increases our living materially lessen the cost of 8iich
Great White Plague," which was giv"Mr. Toastiiinfiter and Gentlemen: an unmitigated horse thief, a jackal, sickness,
THE
OF
LIST
en Sundnv night by Rev. E. C. Ander ILL HEALTH SUPPOSED MOTIVE The Association Press is a great In a marplot, a caitiff, a reptile, a viper, expenses. The farmers' carelessness f00fl.
In feeding and housing live stock also
(5) When food Is properly preserv-niateriall-y
stitution, Around a newspaper office a cur and a whelp.
son, pastor of the First Methodist
adds to the cost of living,
either by heat, cold, salt, smoke,
we always felt easy in our minds if
"Here are a lot of valuable and ex
church. Rev. Anderson once suffered
snlt-petralcohol,
Dr. W. E. Garrison To Deliver from the disease and has made a Came to City Last Night.-Polic- e Was we knew that the Associated Press pressive words that are gradually be- In tho 1909 report of tho chief of the borax, boric-acid- ,
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bureau
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Industry
uy any other method, so as to
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It.
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of
careful
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vocabulary
ing
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study
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Official
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It
deterioration,
An urgent call has been sent forth
signments were usually given to me because the editors of today, steeped
in Maine.
conditions 141,057 carcasses and demnatlon by health authorities of
May 27.
In the following words:
to ministers and churches to observe
'Send in aUn commercialism, have abandoned
a
of
899,028
carcasses,
making
parts
fuwl,
and
F.
etc., will be greatly
of
meat, fish,
Wilbur
this day as 'Tuberculosis Sunday' and
Storey
good story the Associated Press will the methods
con-- j
lessened, all of which will prevent to
over ill cover the fact."
Former Mayor Jose D. Sena was while some may consider It out of
accepted the leadership of Edward F. total of over a million animals
Apparently despondent
demned; on
nearly 25,--! a great extent the wasteful destruction
4S
"I respect tho Associated Press be Bok.
elected president of the new school place to discuss Buch a theme In the health, George W. Gould,
aged
Increasing
Also, the newspapers of today are 000,000 pounds of meat and meat pro-- ! 0; f00d products, thereby
board by a big majority, Uie vote be- lord's House and upon His holy day, years, and said to be i police ofllclal cause It has nothing to do with the
which had become unwholesome th supply, which will materially
ing 5 to 2. Had all the members of It cannot be displeasing to Him who. of Showhegan, Maine, committed sul- - Sunday supplement. The Associated criticised because they are kind to Uie ducts
,
I think newspapers
Inspection at the time of slaugh-- Ben the cost of sustenance.
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New York, eolo agents for the United
"If you hour n man raving about
long as one has a temperato 75 per cent of the entire
mendation.
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
of
ture of one degree or more should be States.
American journal- per cent
the golden ngo
Remember the name Doan's and ism, when each editor oxei'clsed nn In- product and innumerable Instances
Tax Levy the Same.
observed. But the patient should put
Not only is Mother's Friend a safe and simple remedy, but
loss
out
whero such
The now board decided lo make tho himself under the stipeirvision
dividual influence and led tho way could bo pointed
of a take no other.
the comfort and healthful condition its use producos makos it
tax levy to meet school expenses for good
with a flaming has been sustained year after year of inestimable value to every expectant mothor. Mother's
physician who will
through darkness
while
the
now
by
adoption of remedial Friend relieves
the coming year the same as In tho make a special study of his particu- diet were regulated by medical direc- torch above his head let It. go nt
the pain and discomfort caused by tho strain
past. That Is, it will bo 11 mills for lar case, and then follow his advlco tors who since that tlmo have been that. Don't take tho trouble to ex- measures, large yields are regularly on the different
ligaments, overcomes nausoa by counteraction, prevents backwith
an
expendisecured
2
inslgnlflcnnt
mills to pay absolutely In all these mattors."
school purposes and
made the medical directors of the amine tho files of thnt wonderful peri
ache and numbness of limbs, soothes the inflammation of the breast glands, and
treatment."
ture
for
decion
bonds.
the
This
the interest
In conclusion Rev. Anderson relat great Modern Woodmen Sanatorium od or you may be discouraged over
in preserving the health and comfort of prospective mothers.
It has been established that In (he in every way aids
sion of tho board will go to tho coun ed how he contracted the disease and at Colorado Springs. The statement your present efforts. I plead for a
Mother's Friend Is a liniment for external massage, which by lubricating and
cil for approval.
was apparently cured of it. Ho said was made that If one would put him- .return of those heroic days when caso of the apple crop spraying will
the different muscles and membranes, thoroughly prepares the system
that ho was cured at a sanatorium self under the care of a good physi- every editorial was a trumpet blast protect from 60 per cent to 75 per expanding
Election of Teachers,
for baby's coming without danger to the mother. Mother's Friend is sold at
otherwhich
would
cent
the
a
was
in
fruit,
of
and
follow
his
advice
and
whero
cian
for
was
matter
every
teachers
paragraph
every
The
of electing
special emphasis
put upon
r
and this at drug stores. Write for our free book for expectant mothers.
Wo used to go to press at two wise be wormy,
Ufa and whore all mat- minute detail, going to a sanatorium
next year came up for discussion but the
THE BRADFIELD CO.. ATLANTA, GAm
o'clock, and by four o'clock tho wholo a cost of only about 10 cents per treo
it wbb decided that no action be tuk ters relating to rest, exercise and was not necessary.
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home on Palace avemio in honor ot
Mrs, MallPBon, slater of Mrs. K. J.
- 'Pnimi
Thorn were over two score
guests and both bridge and the game
Assistof five hundred were played.
ing Mrs. Renehan were Misses Mary
Sollg-man- ,
Ptnmach trouble ti but ft lympferai of. utid not
Force, Anita Bwgere, Ritchie
In iu.'K a trim dlatmse. We tltlitk of Pywittift.
May Spill and Julia Jaffa. The Heartburn, and Iiiiliuentfon wt mil dftn'n,
ro lymptoms only of ft oertam spuclllo
decorations of the spacious mansion tvty
Korve ulcknons nothing else.
Tr. flhoop
It was thU fact tlmt first wrrwtlr
were pink and white. The prize winIn
the crentlou of that now wry populnr Stomach
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul ners were Mrs. Spits and Arthur Sellg-niaUnlit throe
Dr. Shoop'g Keotonttivt.
Kemtnly
stomiich nerve, aiono hroiwht tlmt micccM
llvan was a visitor In Espanola yesat bridge and Miss Hassle and L. totillthelAvor
to Dr. Snoop and his Ki'sUirative. Withn
terday.
out thnt original ami highly vital principle, no
0. Moore at five hundred. Mrs.
sales
la
hat
a
at ins accompli ahmenM were evur to be hnd.
Charles B. Kehrinan,
received the guest's prize. The tuch
ror atonmcn aiginum, mnutmg, duioushosb, mv
nr-- 1
man of St. Louis, is calling on the
brnatli and inllow complexion, try Dr. Snoop
party was one Of the most brilliant
trade here.
fairs ot the season and also one ot tne H( whot'(
O. W. Nichols, of Denver, represent
"" roooinniiina
most enjoyable.
ing an undertaker supply house Is at
MONDAY, MAY 2, 1910.
the Palace.
Sheriff Julius Meyer Is up from EsJames D. Davidson, manager of the tancia.
of
Co.,
Albuquorque,
Brown
Finnlgan
J. W. Laugnnn, of Denver, is here
Is here on business,
Asslstunt Superintendent of Instruc on business.
B. O. Gonzales,
of Las Vegas, is at
returned
tion Acaslo Gallegos has
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.
the Coronado hotel.
from a visit to Cerrlllos.
Tim- nf
,t.nHnA
Phnrlja
Abraham
E.
O.
'
F. H. Montgomery,
.
rmmla-tmi- onf Indian
i
and F. F. Richards, all Denverltes, are arron. Is at tne raiaca.
,, ,
au..iB."...
n. AUtiott ot
W. S. Travers, a business man ot El Annirs
hotel.
Claire
the
at
registered
r,e
on
nnvea
in santa
Louis Hopp, of Texcoma, Texas, ana Paso, Texas, Is in the city.
""""
enu-lishmen- t,
H. A. Moran, a traveling man irom lug over um uenver
an
unaeriaHing
representing
Denver, is here on business.
Is at the Palace hotel.
j'"""
Jmuu.- T. Thompson and F. T. Mllroy are - vrano.au ot tne v. a. inomn
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervlen Is
trial school and Engineer jonn n.
offian
at
Coronado.
the
Denverites
expected home tonight from
"- Simlre Hartt left this forenoon for, waiKer. yesterday made a trip 10
cial trip to Clayton, Union county.
mi.
de
Taos.
il"
a
luncheon his home at Hunches
""umipi,
Invitations are out for
A. B. JIcGaffey, a lumberman of Al- - son ana snn
to be given at the executive mansion
I
The
Secorro Chieftain speaKs as fol- hotel.
at
is
afternoon.
Gregg's
buquerque,
by Mrs. Mills on Tuesday
or
lows
a card party in nonor ouuo.se
a
from
F.
enumerator
Mader,
sightseer
census
Harvey
Antonio Tapla,
M. C. Mechem and his bride given by
the city.
for the Pueblo Indians, was a visitor Durango, Colo., is in
John LInd a sightseer from Globe, Mrs. H. O. Bursum, formerly ot ssania
In Santa Fe today on census business.
f e, and very poppular in local so- W. W. Tull, of Chicago, Is here on Ariz., is at tlie Coronado hotel.
Treasurer Miguel A. clety: "Mrs. H. O. Bursum Invited a
Territorial
business. He is prominently connectconsiderable number of her friends to
Las Vegas.
ed with the Windy City's water works. Otero spent today in
E. R. Bartlett, a traveling man from partake of her hospitality
Thursday
Miss Stella Bernard of Las Vegas,
evening to meet Hon. and Mrs. Jler- came to Santa Fe yesterday to spena Toueka. is calling on the trade.
sales-were
slhoe
all
'
C.
Mechem.
who
L.
a
Not
C.
Chicago
ritt
Leonard,
the summer with the Sisters of Char
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MAY

5, 1910,

I

Indigestion

Personal Mention,
THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 191U.
William Huck, an old salesman from
Denver, Is at the Palace.
Mrs. Frances J. Skinner, a tourist
from Pasadena, Is at Gregg's.
A. Slneer. an Albuquerque sales
man. Is at the Claire hotel.
George P. Williamson, a rancher
from Glorleta, Is vlsltlug friends here.
J. J. Burger, a Kansas City salesman, Is calling on the trade here to
day.
AlB. R. Archer, representing the
buquerque Journal, is here on
T.
Rf

McNItt. a shoe salesman from
Mo.. Is calling on the
.tnaenh.
C.

trade.

C. W. Hamm, (he well known shoe
salesman from Rochester, Is at the
Palace.
Alvln Dunn and G. X. McDermid,
salesmen from Denver, are here on
business.
R, B. Pegrann, representing a biscuit concern, of Kansas City, is at the
Palace hotel.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervlen has
gone to Clayton, Union county, on official business.
B. Troyo, of Ojo Caliente, and
Tomas Troyo, of Alcalde, are registered at the Hotel Coronado.
Architest I. H. Rapp has returned
from a business trip to points as far
apart as Denver and Roswell.
Edward A. White, of Philadelphia
and who has been staying at the Val
ley Ranch, is at Gregg's hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wadsworth
and Miss Isabelle Wadsworth, all of
Philadelphia, are sightseers at the Palace hotel.
William White of Las Vegas, Is at
the Palace hotel. He came here to
call on several friends including Gov-

j

tl

""y,

(W

Dr. Shoop's
Restorative
l..let.nl

.".

,

ku

at fie Claire.

wero

to

but those

is registered
vited
able
accept,
ity.
F. P. Moy, an electrical engineer of who were present sufficed to tax the
F. F. Richards of Denver, Interested
'capacity of the home of their hostess.
Madison, Wis., Is at the Claire.
In insurance business, called upon SuF. C. Clark, a rancher who lives As Is usual with guests In the Bur-neJacobo
of Insurance
nerintendent
sura home, those who were present on
here, is at the Palace hotel.
Chaves today.

Miss Oleson, private secretary at
tJio executive office, is expected home
today from a visit to Fort Sumner,

Jack Safford will leave tomorrow
morning for Annapolis to take the ex
amination for midshipman for which
ho was designated recently by Dele
gate Andrews.
"J. L. Zimmerman, the civil engineer
loft last night for an extended, visit
to Los Angeles, where his family has
been spending the winter months.'
Las Vegas Optic.
V,
Special Census Agent George
Newton left this forenoon for Tros
he
will Boon
I'ledrns and Taos whenca
go to Rnton and other Colfax county
and
to
gather manufacturing
points
mining statistics.
"Mrs. James V. RaynoWs, widow of
the late Wallace Raynolils, who removed here recently from Santa Fe
contemplates leaving In the near future for Omaha, Neb., for an extended visit. She will be accompanied by
the Raynolds children." Las Vegas
Optic.

Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mounted Police has returned from an official trip that Included Roswell, Texl-cand Clovls. Ho found the lower
Pecos valley rather quiet. He says
tihat every vote was gotten out for
the Curry county seat fight and the
total of 2.500 cast Indicates that the
county does not have near the population that has been claimed for it.
He also thinks that the population returns for other parts of eastern New
Mexico and the lower Pecos valley
will be much less than had been estimated.
CHiarles Haspelmnth
accompanied
by his niece, left this afternoon for
he
will emHoboken, N. J., where
bark for Germany where Mr. Haspei-matexpects to spend the remainder
of his days. As stated In a card
printed elsewhere In the New Mexican Mr. Haspelmath regretted his inability to tell all of his friends and
but said tliat
acquaintances good-by- e
they know they have his best wishes
for their continued success In Santa
Fe where be spent so many years In
business and always with the friendliest relations.

SM DISEASES

In this article we want to explain to you the cause oF skin diseases,
on reason and experience, which
will enable you to cure yourself if you are afflicted with any of the
various forms of this trouble.
The skin receives its necessary nourishment from the blood.
Every pore is kept open and every gland kept healthy by continually

and also offer suggestions, founded

feeding on the nutritious properties which are distributed throughout the
system by a pure, rich blood supply. As long as this normal condition
exists the cuticle will be soft, smooth, and free from eruptions; when
however the circulation is contaminated with humors and impurities
its supply ot nutritive properties
is diminished, and it becomes a
For six years I was
troubled with a bad tkla aTerly
disease,
sharp, acrid fluid which diseases
looated principally on the ihlna. The
instead of preserves the natural
trouble would appear In the form of
mall yellow bliatere, characterised
health, and texture of the skin.
by very eevere ltohlnsr, eto. I tried
blood
saraaparlltas,
Lying just beneath the outer
ealvel, ointment!, lotions and
treatment
is a sena phyaiolan, but
under
covering or tissue-ski- n
me
did
nothingany off all
sitive membranous flesh which
I left
this treatment, andjuet about tliia time I saw
surrounds and protects the tiny
8.8. S. advortiaed. Onedayl deoided
to
a
It
and
this
medloine
and
is
veins, pores
glands.
after using It for a shorttrial,
while Z
here the impurities of the blood
began to improve. Of oourae I
8. S. 8. and It oured me comare deposited, and the acrid
pletely. Quite a while has elapsed
sinoe I was oured and there haa never
matter causes irritation and inbeen the
Indication of the
flammation which splits or
the trouble.
return of slightest
O. O. REOK.
breaks the thin, tissue-lik- e
cuticle,
404 Freedom St., Allianoe Ohio.
and the result is outwardly manifested in Eczema, Tetter, Salt
I had a bad case of Eoaema, It
bftinar espeoially severe on my right
Rheum, or some other disfigur
hand. I was hardly able to use my
hand In my work. Z tried a great
ing or annoyingeruptive disease.
many things in an effort to gret relief,
hut was unable to do so until Z read
It can readily be seen that
of 8. S. S. and determined to grive it a
since Skin Diseases are the retrial. Z used several bottles of this
it cured the trouble enremedy and
sult of bad blood, there can be tirely.
8. S.S. put my blood in fine
oonditionnnd
loft my skin soft and
but one way to cure them
smooth. Though this was some time
ago there has bftnn no return of ths
purify the blood.
Salves,
CHAS. J. WOLF, JR.
trouble.
004 S. Second St., St. Louis, Mo,
washes, lotions, etc., are not
able to do so, because they do
fonr years Z suffered severely
not reach the blood.
Koseina.
Such withForWeeping
looaten
chieny on the hands, both inside and
treatment is of no value except
out, and extended as far up as the
wrists. was under treatment most
for its ability to temporarily
all the time, but could get no relief.
relieve itching and assist in keepOne or two of my physicians said it
was
as bad a case of Hcsema as they
clean.
ing the skin
oversaw.
lost my finger nails once
as a result of the disease,
i. a. b. cures Skin Diseases ornndtwice
the
itching,
burning and pain
of every kind by neutralizing the
Iexperienoed cannotexpress toyou
in words. kept my hands bandaged
acids and removing all humors
all the while, but with only little
relief. As Z said, becoming discourS. S. S. cools
from the blood.
aged, X gave
up all treatment was
the
circulation, builds
Ultiua;. unci seeing- 8. 8. 8. advertised
beti'an it as a last resort. A few botit up to its normal strength and
tles oonvinced me that It was doing
me
and Z oontinued It, and in a
thickness, multiplies its rich, nuwas entirely oured.
short while
tritious corpuscles, and adds to
MBS. CLARA HAMBSIQHT.
its purity in every way. Then the
.1811 PennSt., Harrlsburg, Pa.
skin, instead of being irritated and
inflamed by sour impurities, is
nourished, soothed and softened by this cooling, healthy stream of blood.
S. S. S. is the greatest of all blood purifiers, and therein lies its ability
to cure skin diseases. The trouble cannot remain when the cause has
It cures
been removed, and S. S. S. will certainly remove the cause.
Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, pimples, boils,, blackheads, etc.,
and all eruptions of the skin. Book on Skin Diseases and any medical
advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
purl-fler-

Blooming-dleoourage-

L. Burton, a hardware salesman this occasion were delightfully enter-fro'talned. Mrs. Bursum Is well known
Louisville, Is at the Palace.
Charles Dobson, a business man of 0 De OIle 0f xew Mexico's most
Z
Pueblo. Colorado, is at Gregg's.
Guadalupe county.
charming hostesses. Bridge whist was
W. H. Dearstyne, a paper salesman tne principal feature of the evening's
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Miller and InFoley Kidney Pills contain in con
fant daughter, are stopping at St. from Denver, is calling on the trade. entertainment.
Z
After the games, ap-- centrated form ingredients of estabernor Mills.
Sanitarium.
He came
Vincent's
were served, lished therapeutic value for the relief
H. Darby, a candy salesman from petizlng refreshments
Mrs. E. R. Nassau, wife of the Den- here from Albuquerque.
here.
the
on
possltrade
Z
Denver, Is calling
and cure of all kidney and bladder ali
anil everybody gave the best
Z
ver and Rio Grande agent at Embudo, Rev. Father D. E. Reilly, recently
&
Wlliiam H. Huck, an oil salesman De evidence of greatly enjoying what ments. Sold by Stripling-Burrowand Earl T. Wiley, his brother, are of East Las Vegas whose home Is in from Denver and who Is well known was Bet before him. The winner's Co.
Z
at Gregg's hotel.
acid-heatChicago, is registered at St. Vincent's here is at the Palace.
prze, a large bouquet of chrysantheC. W. Fairfield, assistant in the of- Sanitarium for an Indefinite stay.
H. T. Hynd and C. E. Eckland, mln- - mums, was presented to C. N. Hilton,
ARTEMUS
ALBUQUERQUE
G.
Sarfice of Territorial Auditor W.
G. K. Patterson, of Philadelphia;
WARD HEARD FROM
ing men from Madrid, are at the Pal- The guest's prize presented to Mrs.
X
gent, is able to be about again after Fred H. West, of St. Louis, and W. ace.
Mechem was a beautiful silver meai
a siege of blood poisoning which look- T. Murray, of Los Angeles, are salesJ. F.Kirkendall, a well known Phil- - forit, . The guests were as follows: He Had a Package of 8eeds From
ed very serious for a time.
hotel.
men registered at the Palace
adelphia clothing salesman, is calling Hon- - an(j Mrs. Merrltt C. Mechem,
Delegate Andrews and Asks SecE. E. Van Horn, inspector of the
Elmer Marsh, a special agent ior on the trade.
Hon. and Mrs. Powell Stackhouse, Jr.,
retary Wilson for More.
cattle sanitary board, lhas resturned the Indians of the census bureau is exJames Berry and F. R. Ebanlre, pjr, and Mrs. C. G. Duncan, Mr. and
(Washington Star.)
from an official trip along the Belen
Colo.,
from
Delta,
pected home tonight
The distribution
of free seeds to
traveling men of St. Louis, are at the Mr8, jas q. Fitch, Mr. and Mrs. John
cut-off- .
Yesterday, he inspected three and northern New Mexico points.
Kem- - farmers
Geo.
Mrs.
Palace
hotel.
w.
Doctor
and
and near farmers by members
Terry,
cars of cattle at Lamy that are being Cristobal Madrid, son of
of Rocky Ford, merer. Prof, and Mrs. B. K. Coghlan, of Congress, through the department
E. H. Colegrove,
shipped by B. F. Pankey to Kansas.
Commissioner Leon Madrid of Duran, Colo., and who Is in the Indian service, Mr and j,irs
D. Newcomb, Mcs-I- s of agriculture, brings replies of var
FRIDA", APRIL 29, 1910.
on
in
is
city
the
Torrance
county,
A. H. Hilton, W. ious kinds to the
Palace
T.
C.
at
hotel.
the
dames
Brown,
touris
Commons
a
of California,
J.
department. Among
business. Mr. Madrid is a prosperous
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien Is e. Martin, Paul J. Terry, F. G. Bart- - the latest contributions by embryo
ist at the Coronado.
man.
home from a trip to Clayton and other lett. Esther Chambon, and John
farmers received by Secretary Wilson
Edward Rosenthal, a Chicago sales- sheep
Hon. Malaqulas Martinez, the terridin. Misses Cora E. Moffett, Annie W. is the following:
In Union County.
man, is at the Palace.
coal oil Inspector who has been
torial
HilE. E. Meier, the Chicago engineer in Fitch, Edna Hammel, and Annie
Hon. T. B. Catron has
returned
"Alburquerque, N. M., April 13, 19ten. directions about this. I dident have run In the city election he might need
here on business connected with Oils
the Arroy Hondo
project, ton, Roctors Frederick P. Paul, C. U. "Mister Jay Wilson,
from a legal trip to Las Vegas.
left for his home In Taos this charge of
position,
any hose to water the ground with, so them. How do you like my typewrt'er.
Messrs.
and
H. E. Benton a tourist from ColoClarke and L. E. Kittrell
spent Sunday In the city.
"Sekretary Beauro Agriculture,
morning.
Jest poured the water on the ground. I think It is very good as t bought it
R. I. KIrchman, E. L.
L. M. Carson, of the Eastman Kodak c. N. Hilton,
rado Springs, is at the Claire.
D.
c.
"Washington,
Kansas
Mo.,
of
City,
Miss Hughes,
The next day, I stood the man at the on the installment plan and belong
Is in Price and E. A. Drake."
home
Edward Mitchell, a drug salesman
"Deer Mister Wilson Esquir,
arrived In Santa Fe last evening and Company and whose
hardware store off for 25 foot of hose, to the correspondence school. Good
from St. Louis, is at the Palace.
Sister Fidelis, on account of falling
"Several days ago 1 was obliged to
sister. Miss Tillle Rochester, is at the Palace.
her
after
visiting
to
water the seeds with, it kame to bye, until I report again.
a
in
Colin Tlmmens, from the City of
Fe
Albu
S.
Santa
to
of
leave
Theodore
Woolsey, Jr.,
health, expects
reseeve a package of seeds thru the
Hughes, went to Estancia to visit rel"Yours truley,
Mexico, is a sightseer at Gregg's hotel atives.
querque, and connected witn une for- - few days and will spend tne coming male. Thay was delivered 2 me by $3.50. Say, if the seeds dont grow up,
Frank Bond, merchant from Espa- summer in a lower altitude. She has the man that wears the gray suit who will your beauro pay the hardware
Miss Alma Arnold, a trained nurse est service, Is In the capital.
are
we
man tlilt $3.50, being
partners
"P. 8. Jake said you was the SecE. E. VanHorn, inspector of the cat--! been the moving spirit in the con- - wroks for mister
nola, Is in town and is stopping at the from Albuquerque, who has been In
Hopkins the post and I doing the work. When the seeds
of your beauro. I would like
sanfrom
new
returned
retary
tie
has
the
Palace,
of
V
board,
magnificent
structlon
St.
case
at
sanitary
master, so ml wife said. She was busy start to come up, if Jake's pigeons to
charge of a surgical
W. L. Burton, a hardware salesman
get acquainted with the. chairman
Sanitarium, left today for Al- a trip to Buchanan, Guadalupe county. itarium at Santa Fe, which is nearlng with the washen and the children dont eat them all
In
or
the
meantime,
up
of Louisville, Ky., is calling on the
president of your beauro. P. S.
A. L. Sailors, a traveling man from completion, and the people of this city when the man en
the gray suit kame 1 will let you know what they look
buquerque.
trade here today.
Again. Say, give my regards to Mr.
Mrs. J. P. Lvne went to Raton this Kansas City, Is at the Palace He is sincerely regret to see her leave. Sis- to the house. There wassent enny
like.
J. T. Murray, of Denver, and H. H.
Andoors, but tell him I dident vote for
y
visit with accompanied by his wife and daughter. ter Fidelis has been identified with the stamps on the pakage, but mister
for an
Dana of New York City, are traveling morning
him as I have only been bere one
Sweet Corn In Chicken Yard.
District Clerk Secundino Romero great work of the Sisters of Charity in
J. P. Lyng, the traffic
was on the korner. I sup
her
name
husband,
men registered at the Palace.
year. I used to live In Minnesota
sweet
I
About
korn
St. Louis, Rocky of Las Vegas, brother of the warden the west for over forty years in me
the
planted
there
of
the
agent
know
who
mister
Androos is,
pose you
E. J. Gerhardt and Fred H. West of
where Mr. Tawney came from. MayIs at the Claire Institutions at Albuquerque, Santa Fe,
of the penitentiary,
as
in
I
dldent
the
chiken
that
and Pacific Railway.
yard,
Mountain
as
here
knows
Some
him.
everybody
St. Louis and H. Alexander Hlbbard
hotel.
Trinidad and Colorado Springs, and call him bull, especially the Demo- - have enny more room. The chlkena be you know him also."
Sister Fidelis, uhe much loved
of Chicago, are salesmen at the Claire
Is
E. L. Street a New York financier, she has a
number ot warm krates, and the
for the past four years, has
large
who,
Journel.
Jake, are staying away from it. Say,
hotel.
morning
had charge of the little orphan girls Is here on business, and to look after friends wherever she is known, and who lives next doore says AndrooB there anything the matter with that
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Judge A. L. Morrison returned this at
the Sanitarium, will leave in a few the Santa Fe Water and Light Com who Join in the wish for her speedy sent the seeds to me because he Is korn bekause the chlkens stay away. by local applications, as they caanot
afternoon from Prescolt, Ariz., where
'
CincinIn
House
pany.
for the Mother
always thought that chlkens liked reach the diseased portion of tha ear.
recovery.
Dellegate in Congress and thinges i
he spent several weeks with his son, days Ohio.
Mrs. L. H. Hill, of Topeka, Is visMAY 3, 1910.
nati,
TUESDAY,
votted for him last winter. If he for sweet korn as well as that which you There ls only one way to cure deafHon. R. E. Morrison and family.
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo of El iting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. F.
Collier's
W. R. Vernon, representing
got to put the stamps on the seeds 1 buy at the store, I planted five of ness, and that is by constitutional
Captain Fred Fornoff of the New
Rio Arriba county, came up from Pankey. at their city residence on Weekly and who Is from Denver Is at will
Deafness ls caused by an
Mexico Mounted Police, came in on RIto,
pay mistr Hopkins what is rite, them klrnels together by themselves, remedies.
EI Paso, Texas to attend a meeting of
street,
Jest as you said on the pakage, but Inflamed condition of tbe mucous linCregg's.
because I liked the seeds.
yesterday's auto from Vaughn, to at Normal School. He left for El Rito Chapelle
man
Al
John
Stafford
at
from
tourist
W.
a
W.
dont
Espa
show up yet. What you ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
livery
Broughton,
they
Had Jake to Assist Him.
tend the meeting of federal court
this forenoon.
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Clarence J. Wright, a resident of property was involved.
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..
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Judge Long's Address.
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fants and children It Is best and safest of
defendant
our citizens and some of them our
Than In Any Other Irrigation
number of them to die.
Justice Long, very feel- should always ascertain conditions of
ter,
as it contains no opiates and no harm- very
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ingly addressed tho court as follows: people, and temper Justice with mer- and Celedon Martinez threo
ful drugs, None genuine but Foley's ed States. The most recent arrivals
brothers, fact that It will Importance
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Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s are
to one yenr in the pen- igation should accidents happen durlikely the several Japanese who Carlsbad project In Eddy county has tho supreme court, wus my last one, tricts of the Terrltoy, Judge McFie were sentenced
ing the dipping of sheep, under gov& Co.
itentiary, and sentenced suspended ernment
Die living in bunk bouses In the north- made
its first payment to the United and I remember your services on the stuted that ho did not know and could
order.
good behavior.
pending
east corner of the round house yards States in
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repayment of the money ex bench that term very well twenty-lon- not tell just when or what Justice
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ami who came across the Pacific not
returned
CORNER STONE TO BE
by
years have passed by since that would be assigned to any particular
is likely that the case will be carpounded In constructing
Irrigation
LAID WITH CEREMONY. more than two or three years ago.
jury against Santiago Ldfebre ried to the supreme court.
works. For the last five months there period and when we stop to think for district, but he assured the people of grand
and
Onofro
and
Lnfelire,
A tabulation of a few of the unique
brothers,
has been much talk up and down the a moment on the amount of labor, con- Mora, that ho would gladly come to cousins
of Augustine Harmon, chargshould
Demlng, N. M, April 2S. The board experiences of the local enumerators valley that the water users under the tentions, work and diligence that (he Fourth judicial district,
ing Ihem with being accessories beIf your Stomach, Heart, or Kidneys
of directors of the chamber of com- will be forthcoming in a few days
Judge McFie fore
would be unable to meet the twenty years has called forth, I think (hat be his assignment
project
(he fact to the murder of Rlcar are weak, try at least, a few doses only
merce met at the office of the secre- and an attempt will be made to give
to be made this spring. The us lawyers at least we can all appre was Quito visibly affected and sta(ed do Lobato. Their bond was fined nt or
payment
Dr. Slump's Restorative. In five or
tary. The entertainment committee an Insight Into the various and strange water users, however, have met their ciate and do appreciate the public (hnt it was difficult for him to express
'$5,000, which they gave.
ten days only, Hie result will surprise
was instructed to proceed with the ar- Ideas which different classes of people
dues with very few exceptions. Tho service that you have rendered. We his feelings on this occasion because
Two
indictments were returned you. A few cents will cover the cost.
the friendly and cordial and at the
rangements for the proper celebration entortnln towards tfhis great undertakiless than all feel that you have dignified the of
II. C, Keller, one for uttering And here Is why help conies so quickof the laying of tlhe corner stone of the ng which the United States govern- proportion of delinquents is
against
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bench
you
eulogistic
expressions,
found in any Irrigation district. The
Luna county court house.
It is In- ment authorizes every ten years.
to him by tho bar and the peo- a worthies! check nnd one for obtain-in- ly. Dr. Shoop doesn't drug the Stomthe legal profesfarmers have gone to work with a will during that time to
$(100, by false pretenses from Mrs. ach, nor stlmpulate the Heart or Kidtended that tills day shall bo long
sion and to the judiciary of tho counThe birth place of the father aud and
ple.
Is
work
much further along
spring
Elvira Stanton, a widow residing at neys. Dr. Shoop's Restorative goes
remembered in Demlng.
The publici- mother of the Individual proved to be
that
Report of Grand Jury.
time of the year than usual. A try and under circumstances
at
this
To tho Honorable John R. McFie. Hoy, X. M. Kelley was formerly an directly to the weak
ty committee was Instructed to pro- (lie greatest stickler and in most
need not be mentioned, tho members
and falling
ceed with the preparation of a book- cases required some little thought be- very large acreage of cotton has been of the bar of this Fourth Judicial dis- Assooiute Justice of tho supreme court Insurance agent having nn office In nerves. Each organ has Its own con372 Hcres ot canto- About
planted.
let concerning Luna county and have fore a definite reply could be made.
trict foel that II is a pleasure to have of tho Territory of Now Mexico, and Las Vegas. Ho organized a benevo- trolling nerve. Vr'.ien these nerves fail,
loupes have been planted. Many of the opportunity, In this
ten thousand copies of the same printpublic way, acting jiulgo of the Fourth Judicial lent society, under tho laws of the Ter- the depending organs must of necesthe farmers are planting short seasou
ed for distribution,
Tho bonds of A book on
ritory nnd according to tlie charges ot sity falter. This plain,
and a trial .crops like millet that may be removed to express our entire confidence In district:
yet vital truth
Rheumatism,
were
fixed treatment
the secretary and treasurer
Sir The grand Jury, duly empan- Mrs. Stanton contracted with her to clearly tells
t'.n Integrity of your honor and In the
Dr. Shoop's Restoraof Dr. Snoop's Rheumatic In time to
plant the land into alfalfa ability In which you have discharged elled nt the present term of the court become treasurer of the society at a tive Is so why
at $1,000 each. It was decided that
universally successful. Its
Remedy liquid or tablets la being this fall. It Is probable that three the d lilies that have been
hour for tho regular meetings here- sent
imposed up- for Mora comity, New Mexico desire snlnry of $100 per month, .she advanc- success Is loading druggists everyfree to sufferers by Dr. Shoop, of to four thousand acres of alfalfa will on
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tothe
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believe
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after should be 1:30 p. m., and other
of
peoplo
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following
to give it universal preference.
Racine, Wis. You that are well, get be planted this season.
she was to receive the position. Later where
Considerable the Territory, that have had oppor- report :
routine business was transacted.
A test will surely tell. Sold by Stripling-Tom Aiken bought tho three hun- this book for some dlscouragod, dis- new land is being brought Into cultiva- tunities to observe, not only your pubWe have been in session six days, Kelley left the county and his where- Burrows
& Co,
dred and twenty acre ranch of A. ,T. heartened Bufforcr! Do a simple act tion this season and before the Irriga- lic, but your private life endorse all and during that time wo have exam- abouts are unknown. Mrs. Stanton is
of humanity!
Point out this way to tion season of 1910 closes practically that we sny, and that it is duo to you, ined Into thlrty-oncases which have now residing In East Las Vegas where
Bryce twelve miles east of town.
of
sheriff
nnd Andres Gandert,
There Is one reservoir on this ranch quick aud certain relief! Point out all st the 20,000 acres admitted to under all the circumstances, that been brought to our attention, and she Is conducting a rooming house,
that contains ten thousand gold fish this way to quick and certain relief! wnter will be using water. Immigra- we should thus manifest our friend- we have roturued 25 Indictments, 5 ITpon the adjournment of the dis- Mora county, drovo across the mounSurprise some sufferer, by first get- tion continues, though not as heavy ship for you and our appreciation for no true bills, nnd one presentment. trict court for Mora county, Satur- tains from Mora to Taos, a distance ot
and channel cat.
Associate fltiy miles, where Judge McFie will
29th,
E. H. Blckford, of the Rio Mlmhres ting from mo the booklet and the test. ns
ago, but tho new men are all your services. I only voice tho gen We have endeavored to follow out the day evening April
Irrigation Co., returned from Lake He will appreciate your aid. Sold by substantial farmers that go at the eral expression which I think we have Instructions of your honor and have Justice McFie, accompanied by Din- open the regular spring term tor Taos
"
i Strlpllng-Durrow- s
& Co.
as members ot tho bar heard In all met each morning at nine o'clock and trlct Attorney and Mrs, C. W. O. Ward, county on Monday, May 2nd,
work of development intelligently.
Valley today,
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circles, having held the position doval, filed suit for divorce from Dol-arit- z
John V. Conway, wife of the he alleges, she ruined his reputation
by his foot catching In a frog and his
GLENARM ST. DENVER, COLO.
de Salazar Tana in district court county
being run over by an engine. He was as assistant to agent Edwards at Las
superintendent of schools, was by talking about him, Pablo Lucero
Cruces for a long while and for the at Albuquerquo,
baptized a Roman Catholic yesterday 'caused the arrest of Jullanlta Ortiz, pn-iBifflaged 20 years and unmarried.
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